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Striped

Giant Bills

War glossary

Tigers, Lady Tigers sweep
Murray State in OVC action

Payoff will be in Super Bowl
for Buffalo, New York

Some jargon heard in reports
on the Persian Gulf crisis

Cheney says despite successes,
Iraq still has hundreds of Scuds
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

iSHING TON — The
line !louse called the reported
.attack Sunday by Soviet troops
ni the Latvian police headquar. ers— deeply troubling." A '
White House spokesman rciter
,tted the •Bush administration's
• .
_el for -11- Peacijul'resolution to
problems in the Baltic stales.

VRANKVORT, K,.
Ken,
s no-pass, no drive- law
has hen v.ell received by public
s‘hool officials, the law's spon;or says. Rep.. Mike Ward, DLouisville, said the new law has
made students ''cry ConsJous" that they must pass at
dcast four courses each term if
ihey want to drive.

Lanny
HONOLULU
W'adkins heat a strong wind
L al one of the finest rounds of
'his life and rallied from six
shots hack to score his 20th
. career. victory Sunday.

WASHINGTON
Del ense
Secretary Dick Cheney said today
that Saddam Hussein still has hundreds of Scud missiles despite the
success of U.S. and allied air
attacks on Iraq. Cheney also condemned Iraq's treatment of cap1.1.1red pilots as a "War Mine.
Cautioning against expecting a
quick end to the war, Cheney said
Saddam spent $50 hi Ion on armaments in the past decade and has
"perhaps the world's fourth largesi
armed force.• "Its not,surprjsing five days into
the campaign that he's'able to
launch Scud miss'," "
said. - tie's

1 he sek.retai
(US, AB(
tne
of terror rati
iiarily significant.- Ile saki
dam -hasn't hit anyth" •
ant V. 1;11 them
IFS. officials said
10 Iraqi missiles sere
into Saudi Arabia, hut
Patriot missiles destroyed rime
.s-hiie the, tenth Ian!:'
Gulf.
• Csfienziy said Iraqi treatment
4prisoncri, of war. includiml* inrcc
" a clear
of the- Gene‘a Conventioaernational
elit of prisoners.
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Survey: Murray water, sewer rates lowest of those compared
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & T.mes Staff Wrote(

Murray residential customers
currently pay about one-third less
or water and sewer services in
(.•omparison with residents in nine
similarly sized cities throughout
Kentucky, according io a survey
recently conducted by the Murray
Public Works & Utilities.

average monthly'
,eAer IA] for a Murray
customer using 5,(X00
water is $16.47. according to
survey This figure is based on
inside c.it.y rates.).The bill for residents in the nine other cities polled
averaged $23.79. ranging .from
$19.95 in Mayfield to $29.01 in
Morehead.
Murray Finance Officer Don
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Although rat, s Alf!
Leet
aid, they should not -be any higher
tan the average hill in °the- cities
:hroughout the state.

niuded

are simi:ar
.../e to
some of them have c,i.
aii."We tried to cho.,
Aerc 3 comparable s
had the same sltual),
hem!! a Loliege ton
'I he nine cities polled
:
Bowling Green, Elizabethtown.
Hopkinsville, Madisonville, May'
Richmond, RLs

Annual Campus Lights
slated at Murray State

WASHINGTON — The government _reported America's
merchandise trade deficit narrowed to $9.7 billion in Novemoer, and analysts said continued
shrinkage may be the only sourLe, of strength as the economy
struggles .out of recession this
r.

Life on a deserted island for several
musicians is the theme for the 54th
annual production of Campus Lights
at Murray State University Jan. 31 to
Feb. 3.
Titled "Trouble in the Tropics," the
student-written and produced show is
scheduled at 8 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday, Jan. 31 - Feb. 2, and 3 p.m.
on Sunday, Feb. 3. Ticket prices are
$5 for adults; $3.50 for senior citzens:

S2.50 for students and chi airen ages 3
and -Older and Children under 3 are
admitted free,
The plot centers around a magical
secret which is being protected by the
natives of the island, said Jeff linden,
director of Campus Lights.
"It's (the show) taken a turn from
last year's show, but it :s ,2 .0% to be

The MJ:ray Ledger & Tirric.s
captured serveral honors at the
Kentucky Press Association Winter
Convention and Trade Show,
The Murray 'Ledger won: First,
Best Column,(One Subject), Best
Sports Story; Second, Best Sports
Story, Best Sports Feature; Honorable Mention, Best Sports Column
(Regular Heading).
The Lexington Herald-Leader,
The Gleaner of Henderson and The
Richmond Register also received

top honors at ff...
with newspap•,.
Whitley
Prestonburg.
The publications each
sented awards Frld:S..N,
excellence in their rcsi-,L.;:.\lation categories during tn,:'
Winter Conventi.ir. and H
Show.
The general c.

Tonight fair and very cold.
Low 10 to IS. Light north wind.
Tuesday partly sunny and cold.
High in the upper 20s.

Kentucky Lake
354.4, +0.0 below 328.7, -1.5
Barkley Lake
154.6, +0.1 below 332.9, -1.3
The West Kentucky Boat Show attracted boat enthusiasts from all user the area last weekend. The show
kicked off activities Friday afternoon at the West Kentucky Lisestock and Exposition Center, and esents
lasted through Sunday. Many individuals attending the boat show simply got together to admire the displays, when they weren't busy attending fishing seminars which were conducted throughout the weekend.
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and S a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Early-morning fire
claims four lives
in Benton Monday

Hubbard discusses war
at postmasters' banquet
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbait
(D-Ky.) dined with the- Kentucky
branch of the National League of
Postmaster's at their dinner meeting Saturday night at the Holiday
Inn.
Before a crowd of approximately
70 people Hubbard said he was
going to talk about the war with
Iraq, an issue foremost on everyone's mind, and he felt it necessary

to address the issue of war.
Congress voted 52 to 47 to
approve the President's plan, Hubbard said, "Saddam Hussein has
been a major disappointment to
"It has been a tense situation that
has had a bearing on all
There arc concerns all over, the
nation and security is very fight,he added.
He said when he arrived at the

or us.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard (1)-1Cy.) is shown with Murray postmaster
Ron Hubbard after a dinner meeting Saturday night. Hubbard spoke
to the group on the current crisis in the Persian Gulf.

An early-morning lire Monday
took the lives of four residents in
Benton, according to 'reports.
Joe Little and his wife, Essie.
were reportedly killed after their
home, located at the corner of Joe
Creason Drive and W. 12th Street,
was gutted by fire around 2:36 a.m.
Monday, according to reports.
Also reported killed in the fire
was their daughter, Ann Caldwell
and her daughter, Amy. according
to reports. Age and address of the
Caldwells were unknown.
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Cheney says...
(Cont'd from page 1)
and that, in and of itself, is another
violation of the solemn treaty obligation that Iraq signed some time
The secretary's assessment of
the number of Iraqi missiles was
the highest yet by a U.S. military'
official.
"We've made significant progress dealing wit the infrastructure
.that supports the missiles," said
Cheney, as well as some success
against both fixed and mobile missile launchers.
Cheney hesitated to speculate on
how long the war might last or
ro..at. levet ut j';111:11l1P.S_ might
Neur once ground attacks begin,
"We've been very careful not tir

Fire claims...
(Cont'd from page 1)
State Fire Marshall Eddie Clark
..as scheduled to begin his investi?_:ation into the cause and origin of
:he 'late this morning. The fire blocked traffic on the
klaelLi highway in Benton for
4.5 hours, according to reports. The
road has reopened but ice from
water used to tight the hive has
formed on the roadwas
to reports.

MONDAY, JANUARY 21, 1991

it will be over in 27 days or 14 Hussein, with each passing day.
days or six months," he said. becomes more of a hero in the
"We'll stick with it until the job is Arab world."
Rep. Stephen Solari, D-N.N'
done."
Cheney said -the U.S. and its all- said he agreed "that the longer the
ies "absolutely can keep up 2.000 war lasts and the greater the
(air) sortries a day indefinitely. We casualties are the more opposition
there will be."
can operate at this rate for a very
Solarz added, however, "If Sad long time."
When asked if a ground assault dam uses chemical and biological
against entrenched Iraqi troops weapons, and particularly if he
would bring a sharp inmcrease in should choose to use them against
our forces. I think the American
casualties, the secretary replied.
-We're not zelting into the busi- people will be so enraged that it
ness of guess:ng what kind of will guarantee American support
casualties would occur in a ground for this undertaking, no matter how
long it takes •'
war."
House Speaker Thomas Foley
Hamilton voted against the consaid any pause in the bombing gressional resolution authorinng
ti1dronly rye Saddam an open-,-----PresilenT -13-tAh to use military'
mg for —s.humes and maneuver. • force to get Iraqi forces out of
to prolong the fighting C' S off:
Kuwait. Solari was 3 co-sponsor of
cials say more than 7.000 missions the resolution.
were flown in less than four days
The lawmakers, both senior
of the air campaigh.
members of the House Foreign
"Saddam Hussein does not need Affairs Committee. appeared
to win the war, he ,!oesn't need to
together on NBC-TV's "Meet the
win the battles,- Rep Ice Hamil- Press.''
President Bush spent the
ton. D-Ind., said in'. a television
weekend at Camp David, Md.. and
interview Sunday "All he has to
was briefed by telephone by natinal
do is keep this war go.7.g and cresecurity advise.r Brent Scoweroft.
ate casualties."
The president also spoke_ by tele'If he does that over 3 period of
phone with Saudi Arabia's King
time, then you're gong to see an
Feld, Ftench President Francois
erosion of support for lh,‘: war.M::terrand. British Prime Minister
Hamilton said.
John Major and Egyptian President
'If this war drags on. Saddam
Say

FOUR DAYS ONL

Tuesday through Friday, Jan. 22nd-25th

liosni Mubarak. "tic called to give
them an update on the situation in
Desert Storm and to consult with
them on the ongoing situation in
the gulf." said spokesman Bill
Harlow
The Army said Sunday that it Is
calling up about 20,000 members
ol ;he. Indisidual Ready Reserve,
the second -tier pool of military
resersists, to provide specialized
skills in support of the war. They
MUSI report for duty on Jan. 31,
and .an he kept on duty for up to
one sear.

WAR GLOSSARY
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
. Here are some of the more esoteric military and geographic terms, code
and slang words being used in reports from the Persian Gulf:

143MeS

AWACS — Airborne warning and control system. A jet that monitors
air space with a large external radar dome and guides fighters and bombers to. their targets. It can stay in flight more than 11 hours.
chaf — Metal foil dispensed by warplanes to spoof enemy radar.
collateral damage — Military jargon for civilian deaths and injuries.
ECM — Electronic countermeasures designed to blind radar and other
battlefield sensors. Devious opposing forces try to jam any ECM with
ECCM or electronic counter-countermeasures.
Exocet — French-made anti-ship missile. Also known as a ''fire-andforget'' weapon because it guides itself to the target.
fingcrup _formation — How jets approach target area.
Frogfont — Iraq has abouL 60_ of these iS11-25 attark planes (range
170-780 miles) similar to the upwards of 100 American A-10 Thunder(Cont'd from page 1) •
bolts deployed by the Allies. The A-I0 is a slow (449 mph) and lowInc annual contest focus on writing
tank-killcr.
flying
photography.
are
The
awards
and
fur
ball
-- Military pilot slang for the hectic tangle of air-to-air
decided by- the number of first-.
dogfights.
second- and third -place awards for
golden BB -- Soviet doctrine the Iraqis are said to emulate in their air
things such as editorial, column,
if enough bullets and other projectiles fill the sky during an air
defenses:
news and sports writing, and
least
a few are bound to hit the target.
raid,
at
photography.
humvee.--- High mobility multi-purpose wheeled vehicle, formerly the
The Herald-Leader came out on
Jeep
top among daily newspapers with
Operation Desert Storm
_Military code name for the gulf .war.
circulations of more than 25,01P,..
LANTIRN
--- Low altitude navigation and targeting infrared for night.
The Gleaner won in medium sized One model of the F-16 fighter', called the "Night Falcon" for its
daily classification of newspapers
advanced night-flying capability, has "pods" underneath that hold LANwith circulations between 10.001
TIRN systems.
and 25,000. and the Richmond
MiG -- From Mikoyan-Gurevich, one of the main Soviet jet fighter
newspaper received its award in the
factories named after two of its plane designers. When the war started
small daily competition.
Iraq was believed to have about 30 MiG-29s Fulcrums, a single-seater and
The Gallatin County News of
Baghdad's
best dogfigthing jet with a speed of 1,500 mph and a range of
Warsaw received the highest award
about
1,300
miles. Equivalent to the American F-15.
among the smallest weekly newsMirage
--The
F-I French combat jet from which Iraq fired an Exocet
papers, with circulations of less
missile
that
hit
the
USS Stark and killed 37 of its crew in May 1987. Iraq
than 3.000; The Bourbon Times of
has about 90 of these one-seaters with a range of 260 to 860 miles.
Paris won in the medium-sized
mon themselves out — Jet fighter pilot slang for planes firing at each
weekly class, for circulations
other
accidentally-. Also called fratricide.
between 3,001 and 4,700; and The
MRE -- Officially, meals ready to eat, but frequently called meals
McCreary- County Record received
refused by Ethiopians. In former wars they were called C-rations which
the general excellence award for
included the succulent beanie-weenies, or baked beans and hot dogs.
the largest weeklies.
NBC — Nuclear, biological and chemical. Iraq has used chemical weaThe Floyd County Times of Prepons
on its own people as well as in the 8-year .war with Iran. It's also
stivishurg and The Kentucky Stanthought to have biological warheads and trying to build a nuclear arsenal.
dard of BarelstOom tied for the
Patriot - - One of the world's few workable defenses against surface-toexcellence award _in a special
surface
guided weapons. The mobile, land-based system with batteries of
category for newspapers that pubn to 16 unmanned launchers and remote command stations fire solid lish between two and four times
fueled missiles with a range of just 50 miles. An Iraqi missile fired at
each week.
S;:i:d Arabia and intercepted by a U.S. Patriot missile — its first use in
Daily Class I
battle - was believed to have been a scud. .
Circulations Under 10,0()0
Roland - Iraq is thought to have about 100 of these French-German
The Richmond Register — First,
_mobile
surface-to-air missiles.
Business-Agribusiness Story, Spot
Scud --- Soviet-made SS-1, a liquid-fueled, surface-to-surface baflistic
News Picture, Sports Picture; Secmissile, whose code name is a NATO designation. There are three Iraqi
ond. Spot NeWS Picture, Spot News
versions
that Carl carry warheads with varying accuracy to targets 175 to
Story. General News Picture.
560 miles away: Scud missiles fired into Israel may have been shot from
Sports Picture; Third, Feature Picmobile launchers that survived the initial U.S. bombing runs. Iraq fired
ture Essay, General News Picture.
nearl‘
200 at Iran in their last war.
Business-Agribusiness Story.
sebkha
-- Arabic word for - underground river. Sebkhas that turn the
Sports Column (Regular Heading).
around into quagmires impossible toscross with tanks lie near the Saudi
Column (One Subject). General
7iorder and .south of Kuwait City.
News Story: flOnorable Mention.
sortie — One combat mission Py a single military plane.
General
News
Sports Feature,'
stealth — Term applied to aircraft designed to elude enemy radar. The
Story, Editorial. Spot News
. F-117A,-a single-seat, stealth-equipped jet was used in the orginal raid on
Picture.
Baghdad. First used in Panama, its range and armaments are classified.
The Times Tribune, Corbin -First. Spot News Story, General 'Another stealth fighter, the F-19 (range upwards of 500 miles), is unoffi:Ially nickamcd "Frisbee.' Wobblin-goblin is another name for stealth
News Story-, Feature Story. Sports
Column (Regular Heading). jets.
SAM — Surface-to-air missile. Iraq has about 10 different types,
Investigative-Analytical Story,--Feaincluding
Soviet-built SA-6s, shoulder-fired SA-7s, Rolands and
ture Picture Essay; Sec-ond, Featur.7
American-made modernized Hawks captured in Kuwait.
Picture Essay; Third, Sports Story;
smart bombs — Bombs guided to target by on-board video or laser
Honorable Mention, Feature Picsystems,
.
Sports
Story.
ture,
Tomahawk -- Unmanned, rocket-launched, jet-propelled (also termed
Harlan Daily Enterprise -- First,
Editorial. Column (Variety of Sub- "air breathing") cruise missile fired from ships or submarines. The 51
jects). Story Series. Sports Picture. million-a-piece cruise missile can also be launched from B-52 bombers. It
Essay; Third, Spot News -Story. :an hug the ground, guided to a programmed target 800 miles away by an
Column (Variety of Subjects).- :inboard computer.
— Acronym for tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided
Sports Column (Regular Heading).
missile.
Glasgow Daily Times — Secwadi — Arabic word for dry ravine or valley. The ..lraqis. have set up a
ond, Sports Feature; Third, Feature
defense line behind the wadi that runs along Kuwait's border with Iraq.
Story.
Wild Weasel — The twin-seat F-46 fighter whose main mission is
The Daily News, Middlesboro -electronic
countermeasures that can blind enemy radar. The allies have
Honorable Mention. General New-s
two dozen of these jets with a 500-mile range and air-to-ground missiles.
Picture.
The Commonwealth -Journal, Speed is just 570 mph.
wing weenie — Fighter unit staff officer with no combat duties. A mild
Somerset — First, Feature Picture;
Second. Story Series, Investigative- insult for those who "fly a desk."
zero-zero — Nickname for an ejection scat that theoretically can safely
Analytical Story, Editorial, General
News Story, Feature Story; Third, 'eject a pilot while the plane is on the ground at zero speed and zero altiInvestigative-Analytical Story; tude (in case of runway accident, for example).
zulu — Greenwich Mean Time or GMT. When it's 0000 zulu (or midHonorable Mention, Column (One
night
GMT) it's 7 p.m-. on the U.S. East Coast and 3 a.m. in Iraq, Kuwait
Subject), Business-Agribusiness
and
Saudi
Arabia. The military uses zulu as its time reference wordlwide.
Story. Feature Picture Essay
The Winchester Sun • — First,
Sports Feature; Second, Column
ships.
(One Subject), Column (Variety of
The show features a 40-member
Subjects); Third, Feature Picture,
cast
and crew of Murray State stuMenPictureLlionorable
Spot New
(Cont'd from page I)
dents from various academic disciption, Sports Picture, Businessjust as good," Holden, a senior vocal lines, including many non-music
Agribusiness Story.
music major from Mt. Vernon, Ind., areas.
First,
—
Messenger
Mayfield
said.
Staff members for 1991 include
General News Picture; Second,
Holden said the theme blends well Melvin Bishop, a isenior education
Feature Picture.
with the plot the student writers major from Louisville, chairman of
The Ledger-Independent, May- produced. and it helps to convey the
the board of producers; Susan Taylor,
sville — Second. Businessmessage they- wanted.
a senior music major from Louisville,
Agribusiness Story, Sports Column
Murray State's Campus Lights is
(Regular Heading); Third, Story considered to be the longest-running assistant ana choral director, Tony
Series. Editorial; Honorable Men- student produced musical in the mid- Brown, a senior music major from
tion, Feature Picture Essay, Sports South. The annual event is sponsored Shelbyville, band director, and Brent
Smith, a junior interior design major
Feature.
by Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu from Murphysboro, Ill.,
choreograThe Murray Ledger & Times' Alpha, two professional music frater- pher.
awards were omitted from the orig- nities at Murray State. Proceeds from
Reservations for the show are enticket sales will be used for scholar- couraged and may be secured
inal list of announced winners.
by
calling the Department of Music at
(502; 762-4288 between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. weekdays.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

OPEN EVERY DAY
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

To Better Serve You
11-F' 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
11. 611 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaia
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Sun. 1-5 p.m
75:1-2:1S0i
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MURRAY WATER & SEWER

Survey...
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After Murray's rates are raised,
Leo said that another survey will
he conducted to show how Murray
compares with these same nine
cities.
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Hubbard...
(Cont'd from page I)
airport in Washington D.C., before
flying into Louisville, there were
fewer in the Washington D.C. Airport than he had ever seen before,
and that the airport employees were
checking everything. People are
mit anxious to fly right now. These
ere serious times."
''Isreal has been hit twice. The
L.S has gone to Isreal to help
defend Isreal against the SCUD
missiles. We have mechanisms set
up to shoot down missiles heading
toward Isreal," Hubbard said, "We
had not set up protection for Isreal

their air .
g an air

meals
s which
it dogs.
:al weaIt's also
arsenal.
face-totries of
e solid fired at
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HOM EOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim

Man convicted in bus accident wants to open new route
a 17!.111
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three
theLon'anoitwealth's atk{)rhi prosec:utt.•ki the crash "case
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:!hit killed

Bidly Joe Carroll of Paducah is
seel...ng a State permit for his new
Leimpany, Kenriicky 'Transit Inc.
lie pleaded guilty on behalf of
.fri-State • Bus Lines Inc. to six
felony charges after a 'Fri-State bus
slid off a rain-slickened highway in
Grayson County and struck a tree.
killing three people..
Carroll, 55w- ho was Tri-State's.
president, pleaded • guilty to three
counts of first-degree .wanton
endangerment and three Counts of
second-degree manslaughter in the
Nov. 19. 1979, accident on U.S. 62
near Caneyville. But Carroll told
Courier-Journal of Louisville
ei an intr‘iCW last week that he has
.e.er operated an unsafe bus line.
1 he bus, whieh was tra‘elimt
ah. to 1.9uk% Wt.'. was
':eared in half when it struck the
tree. 1n-State was fined the .maxi-•
mum amount, 5120.000, but the
Hee still has not been paid.

Post Office to close
to observe King holiday
The Murray Post Office will be
closed today in ot:servance of Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
Express Mail and Special Delivery service will he available, with
collections limited to the holiday'
. schedule.

Alex. Stone. the former Grayson
County • commonwealth's attorney
who prosecuted Tri-State in 1980,
Said last week he could not believe
the state would grant Carroll permission to operAe.,..the same d)us,
route again.
'Why would the state give it
ban to him with SI20,000 in fines
outstanding?' Stone asked.' — It
seems to me if he has hlack,atarks
on his record, ithal's)
good'
grounds to deny him."
But Carroll, the brother of former Gov. Julian Carroll, told- The
Courier-Journal that .he ‹loesn't
expect the guilty plea to interfere
with his attempt to obtain the state
nernet for Kentucky Transit,
"I wouldn't send any bus out
:here wouldn't get in and ride and
drive," said Carroll, who has-been
the ticket agent for Greyhound Bus
Lines in Paducah for 30 years. "I'd
be a fool to do ii.
An attorney said Carroll's history as a bus operator is unlikely to
be taken into account when the
state considers his application.
Agyenim _Boateng, a...juinisporiar
tion Cabinet attorney and hearing
examiner, said no hearing will be
held because no one f- iled a written
protest of the application by the
Jan. 15 -deadline. He said 141
motor carriers who mrght be
affected were notified flat the
application was pending: there is
no requirement that the general
public be notified.
On March 27, 1980, about two
months after Tri-State was

indicted, Carrol signed a contract
selling the right to Operate the
Paducah-Louisville bus line to
!Marianna Coach, Lines Inc. of
Paducah. The price was SI.
in.turns _Niarixtri4
the right
to the fine to Reta's Charters Inc.
()I Paducah in 1988, and it is from
Reta's Charters that Carroll recently bought the line, pending state
approval. The purchase price: S!.
,6-Marranna's founder was Bill
Phillips, Who was Carroll's supervisor of drivers at Tri-State. Reta's
is operated by Phillips' daughter,
Reta Phillips, according to Carroll.
Since December, Kentucky
Transit has been carrying passengers between Paducah and Louisville on a .1967 bus that Murray
State University once used to transport its athlelic- teams.
The state granted Carroll temporary authority to operate the line
while his application for permanent
authority is considered.
Kentucky Transit also has a bus
route between Paducah and Murray
that operates by reservations only.
• Ernest Mann, who investigated
the 1979 crash for the U.S. Department of Transportation, was quoted
is saying, "The bus should not
have been on the highway,"
Mann, now a private transportation consultant living in -Elizabethtown, recalled in a recent interview
that his investigation found that the
bus had several bald tires with the
cord showing through.
Mann said he remembers retracing the route the bus had followed

'[he Murray Fire Department
responded to several calls over the
weekend, including a structure fire
at 210 N. Eighth Street Sunday
around 9:03 a.m.
Firemen discovered a fire in the
oven at the home and removed the
hazard, according to S department
spokesperson. Fans were used to
clear smoke from the home.
Firemen also responded to a
dumpster fire at Piggly Wiggly on
S. 12th Street Sunday around 3J12
p.m., according to reports.
On Saturday, the. department
responded to a Stfateil —fire- at
1614 College Farm Road around
12:27 a.m. Firemen investigated
the alarm.
Also on Saturda, fire.men
responded to a call at 15() Kirkwood around 5:09 p.rn . ac;_ording
to reports. A faulty 'fuse at the
home was replaced, according te
reports.
Firemen also
smoke scare Fridc.i., .
bury around 504
said.

hypothetical, however and hopefully would not be necessary. "As of
now we still have several young
men who are volunteering," Hubbard said.
In closing, Hubbard said that he
had been a supporter of the postmasters, as proven by his voting
record for the past 16 years in
office.

la,

AP)
The
bus route perHt."..)..kLi guilty on

Firemen respond
to several calls
over weekend
13.

By upgrading the water treatmept plant, the city will be capable
of treating more water.
"Right now, we're limited,. to
three million gallons a day — what
the water plant is built for. It
would allow us to treat a lot more
water so we would be able to satisfy requirements from any industry
that may come to town," Leet said.
Renovation of the plants will
also help the city meet new
requirements of the Environmental
Protection Agency that will go into
effect in 1992.

previously, because they were not
even involved in the war.'
Hubbard also added that "If lsreal retaliates, they will flatten
Baghdad."
"Germany and Japan have contributed very little to the situation
and they need oil as bad as we do.
However, Turkey and Egypt have
been very supportive of us," Hubbard said.
"I am very proud of our military
and want to urge everyone to continue to pray for the soldiers in the
Middle East," he said.
When questioned about whether
or not the draft would be reinstituted, Hubbard said that that was

lilt S. ith St
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TO ALL OWNERS OF
BROXODENT ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES
This is to alert you that a possible defect, which ("Quid rc,-.tlit
in an electrical shock, may exist in a very small pyrccnta,2k, it
BROXODENT ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES.
This product was distributed in the United States arid
Canada by E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.
If you Own this product,-please returif it for a refaid - bv:
March 31, 1991 via regular mail to:
Somerset Labs
700 W. Michigan Boulevard
Michigan City,' Indiana 46360
Please include the date of purchase and your narni and
address. Allow 6-8 weeks for a refund.

the day of the accident. He said
ticket agents told him that when the
bus driver stopped to load luggage,
someone had to put a foot on the
driver's brake to keep the bus from
away because the parking
brake had been disconnected.
Carroll disputed that. "I don't
believe that. I. sure don't," he said.
Carroll said he didn't know
whether the bus had bald tires, but
"if it did, there was no reason for
it. We had a contract with Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. where
we had new tires furnished to us."
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2 Securities
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a of os Edge 8 Agreement subsiding', II in 1/3Fs
Ii Securities purchased under agreements to resell
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7 Other real estate owned
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9
,0

9 Customers' liability to Me bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intar9ble assets
11 Other assets
12 a Total assets (sum of tense 1 through I I,
b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1623 (I)
c Total assets arid losses deterred pursuant lo 12 U S C 1823())(Sum of items 12 a and 120
LIABILITIES
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(1) Noninterest - bearing
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water treatment plant will begin
after the other project has begun,
and will also take about two years
to complete.

MURRAY-WATER-& SEWER

jr-to-air

Exocct
87. Iraq
miles.
at each

(Cont'd from page 1)
their rates which we will have to
do."
The same nine cities were polled
to defermine the average water and
sewer rates of small commercial
businesses using 25,0(X1 gallons of
water a month. Murray's rate currently is $51.93, about half that of
the other cities, which range from
S88.49 in Elizabethtown to $130.52
in Winchester.

"Rate increases are determined
by bond issues," Lee( said. "When
we sell bonds in the city of Murray, it stipulates that we must generate so much revenue to satisfy
our bond holders." About $5 million in bonds will be sold to lencrate money to pay for the renovation of the water treatment plant,
he said.
The city is also planning to
upgrade its waste water treatment
plant, a project that will also cost
about $5 million, Leet said.
Construction on the water treatment plant will begin by the end of
this year, perhaps as early as this
summer, Leet said, and is scheduled to be finished within two
years. Renovation on the waste
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18 Bane s liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
tg Subordinated notes end debentures

Take o long piece of string
Wrap it around a small stock of
newspapers Then take it to o
recycling center or leave r out
'or collection On recycling day
You II pe helpIng U 5
newspapers in their drive to
encourage recycling More
m•ion o third of our country
newsprint was recycled last
year But without your help
we won t hove the material
to make recycl
ing work
SO-re a
string around
your finger
it II help you
Read.
,rememl?er
to recycle
Then recycle.

Read the
want ads daily

'
2 9 2C-
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HURRY! THE GREAT
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20% off all perms and reiaxers
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Sale prices effective through
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Countdown to Armageddon?

U S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
NEVI COM;REss %11.1.

ACE MANY

HALI.EN(.1

On January 3rd. I along with 31 other Senators elected last
Nosember raised our right hands and repeated the oath of other
\, I was sworn in I remember 'feeling oserwhelmed by the responsibilits the people of Kenttici, hase place in me to represent them
in the greatest legislatise body -to the world
Congress is seheduled to ottleialls. recons cue on Januars 21
- I h+s-date-re-pr-e-sents-thet+r-st..1av44.h 4-u2 1_ougres.s. 4..14;tuAdatop.
10A-to thry date and forward artfre"-t..70nung rtrar. esculs iii Itit- Prrsan Gult and the Januar t deadline for an Iraqi withdrawal trom
IStissait loom large.
It has been I:se months since our troops reeeised their order,
to deplos in the Saudi desert SIILC that time Jose to 400.000 men
and women in the t S militars has e lowed thousands of Other
troops from the international coalition in stopping Saddam Husscin's
brutal aggression 1 he prier Kent Lick s has payed to meet this threat
has been high One:: again our troops from Forts Campbell and Knos
'A ere first to be deplosed in this emergencs and nian,s of our euard
and reser% e units has e alreads iomed them I lopet ully Iraq
OUt of Kuwait and our sons and daughters an sateis rett.tt
t toted States Here at home,'Mans solutions %.k 111 ha‘e to bc des eloped to the
problems that t.ontrOnt us For example stimulating business growth
to reduce the effects of an economic recession will he a top domestic
prionts. Ensuring that the Li .S banking svstem remains in solid
shape and prosecuting those people responsible tor the sasmgs and
loan I tasco ss ill also be a ptiorits of ongress. Another area that
ssill reeeise considerable attention is making goserrunent more
responsise-to the people. Vs e were all disappointed hs the pedor(ongtess during the last budget battle and ex ersthing pos,
e will he tried to make the legislative process FUN smoother
prohic•
This new sear bring, us tae :o tae with man
tioiAeser, each problem-represents at opportumt x !or a ,reate s.
'ion Our challenge this Congress will he to work hard and des clot,
perltha
o out.
,
ose solutions andtrise to bring pea..e and pr,
uritrs.

Today

History

President Carter studied it before
meeting Menachem Begin an,.'
Anwar Sadat at Camp David. Pres,
dent Reagan spoke of a. in publicPresident Bush has discussed it
with a leading clergyman. ABC's
-Nightline" has shot a story about
it that is awaiting a broadcast date
The New York Times reports brisk
sales of books on the topic.
The subject is Armageddon and
whether current events in the Midend of -ttrc- world as forecast in
biblical prophecies.
Millions of ChriSilans and Jews
believe that 'events in the Middle
East and elsewhere arc unfoidang
according to a - divine schedule.
hether or not you subscribe to
cr s'Ecu. Armageddon is a topic
:tat today is on the minds of many.
I he preoccupation with prophecy
hecame so strong in the 1970s that
The NeW. York Times reported the
hgg-e--Cfseighoc)k -of that decade
A l, Ha! I r.dsey's —The Late Great
rat't'et Earth.- one interpretation .of
:he CC:Mgt:ft al 1.:sloT1 of the future.
lhe 71‘:uct hook on this subject
Dr. John F. Walvoord.
han,elior of Dallas Theological
Seminary and one of the foremost
.:jthttrItIl.' Or: biblical prophecy..
HL-d "Armageddon, 011 and the
Crs!s" (Sondervarn.
:
sees L1ti's invasion oi
'Eg IMO a scenario lead final war. His
more compelling_
hat the 13he Sass
tha
1-at'are of the. Middle Las:
End Of 'Western Civilization."The
does not . simply

wouki

no dates, he does say, "Never
¢efore in history have all the factors been present for the fulfillment
of prophecy relating to end -time
religious trends and events. Only in
our generation have the combined
revival of Israel. the formation of a
world church, the increasing power
of Muslim religion, the rise of the
occult and the worldwide spread of
atheistic philosophy been present
for the final
pr tinhg :
mi of setting
llin
mv
ran
atisai ddramatic

hut -of a- %a holt. series -of-care-fully timed events on a doomsday'
calendar leading . to Armageddon,"
rtes
Quoting chapter and verse. Walvoord says prophecy clearly shows
that the world will grow tired of
the battle -over oil and will impose
a peace plan on Israel thorugh
10-nation Mediterranean Confederacy. .The plan will force Israel to
relinquish occuped land for a
Palestinian state. This, he says, will
produce a "new world order." the
same phrase frequently used by
President Bush. " Walvoord -sees a mass exodus of
world Jewrs; to Israel after which
there will be "a period of false
peace, an international betrayal and
a hitk.dhath of astounding proportions.- Russia. he says, will invade
Israel, hut Russian arnaies will he
destroyed by massive earthquakes
brought about by divide
intervention.
True, there have been other
doomsayers in the past, including
the often Trdiculed Nostradamus,
who set intor,rect dates for tte
While ViialvAird'iets

-S-ca
-a led --cxperts- who—thou-g-ht-they- had the world figured out a
year ago when peace seemed to be
in bloom might wish to consider
Walvoord's "prophetic checklist
for the nations" with something
less than skepticism:
"The Common Market and
World Bank show a. need for some
international regulation of the
world economy (this is necessary,
Says Walvoord, because out of the
singular world goverment and econ(tmy will emerge the prophetic
World leader spoken of as the antichrist); Red China rose to world
power and developed the capacityto .field an army of 200 million as
predicted in prophecy; the Middle
East becomes the most significant
trouble spot in the world; the oil
blackmail awakens the world to the
new concentration of wealth and
power in the Mediterranean; the
Iron Curtain falls and a new order
emerges in Europe; Russia declines
as-world power and loses her influence in the Middle East. a world
clamor for peace follows the continued disruption caused by the
high prices of pit, terrorist inci-

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
ot

1441.114kwAictwe

A
of tl
ship,
his
recal
Chrii
11(.
was
27, v
Nliar
Prim
hour
DuN
State
the r

dents and the confused military
situation in the Middle East; 10
nations create a united Mediterranean Confederacy; in a dramatic
power play, a new Mediterranean
leader upsets three nations of the
confederacy and takes control of
the powerful 10-nation group; the
new leader negotiates a 'final'
peace settlement in the Middle East
(broken three and half year later);
the Russian army- attempts an
invitation. of..lirael. and is_ mtnu:_uL
--ou-s-Iy--cle-stroye-ct; -the 441-eali-terfane-an—
leader proclaims himself world dictator, breaks his peace settlement
w4th Israel and declares himself to
be God..."
The rest you'll have to read for
yourself. Why spoil the ending ol
an incredible story?
Adding credence to the possibility of an imposed peace on Israel
was an ABC News-Wa'shington
Post Poll last week which found
that more than .60 percent of the
public believes a
iddle East
peace conference 'A -f le a
idea.
Is all of this Loo lar
more so than predictions of tott,:i.
world would have seemed it ia, .
ary, 1990.
Walvoord writes. "The coining
crisis in the Middle East cannot he
far away. The oil supply of the
Middle East may run out in another
generation. If the Middle East is to
rise to power, now is its hour of
opportunity. If the Arab wor'.t
attain its goals. it must
quickly."
Enter Saddam Hussein. Enter ..
major war., Enter....Armagecld,
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u'rs game was in a crucial siluat.or.. which was almost all the time.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
I hirt.w .sears ago

Ten _tears ago
A
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7ep,orted include a boy to
%Irs. Wyman Cox. Dec.
• ..- : a boy to Ronnie and Sarah
Jan. 4.
Twenty years ago
A7-: average of S52.66 per 100
p(nds was reported for the sale of
drK flred tobacco on Murray
Market on Jan. 19, according to
OlHe Barnett local market
repi)iter
John Hodge. Donald R. Maley.
Jo Ellen Mashew. Donna Honchul,
Andrea Kemper. Gary Pendergraff
and Phillip Kim Smith. all of Murray. seniors at -Murray State University, have been elected to Kentucky Alpha Chapter of Alpha Chi.
honor society at MSU.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and MrS. 'David Stokes. Jan.
;3. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
11.:nry Armstrong. Jan. 14.

La•7'oH.

B7sat7 ( 4.*

7

of Mzr
Dan Ku :r Esans.
are among
cadets.
LOrr7Mss:o 7

. ants in LS '
Murray St..1'.
!Miss Jacclueiine
daughter of Mr and M7,
Sharbrough of Murray, has been
selected as staff member of
vine. 7cnnes.scdn to at:en.:
week's festivities of Presider":
John F Kennedy's ;naugura •
Recent hirth., reported at- .••
Hospital inc:ude a .boy 10 \-1'
Ws. Bobby Cningharr,

Fort" Years ago
Anne Woods. daughter of Dr.
and Mrs, Ralph Woods of Murray,
and John Thomas Murdock, sop of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock of
Lynn Grove, have been selected to
serve on University of Kentucky's
Committee of ..240 for. 1950-51,
according to UK Public Relations
Department. Woods is a junior in
College of Law and Murdock is a
junior in College of Agriculture.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Boren.s. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hart and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Prewitt,
Jan 11.

1
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I'd -h-aul it to the repair shop, the
man would tinker with it, and I'd
haul it hack. It would work fine for
a while. Then Ernie Banks would
come to hat in the last of the ninth
with the score tied, dig in. wiggle
his fingers; the pitcher would shake
oft a signal. nod his head, go into
i]s '4 ind p_ And the 1 V picture
wou.:d start !lipping.
l'd turn the horizontal control and for a moment it wa5aild stop
flipping. But as soon as I sat down.
it would begin again. It was as if it
had a brain of its own and was try to torture Me.
It reached a point when I'd sit
there, not thinking about the game.
hut just swearing at the TV, calling
every filthy name I could think.
. And the more I sv6ire1 the more
i flipped.
So one day- I just pulled the plug
and carried it out to the hack porch.
yelled to the people from the
first floor, who were sitting in the
yard, to get NI of the way.
"Don't jump," they said, scrambling out of their chairs.
I threw It, and as it dropped I
shouted, "Die, you lousy
!"
Oh. I felt good ..when it shattered
ith a loud noise. And the downs:airs neighbors stared up at me for
a moment, went inside, and didn't
sit in the hack yard again for the
rest of the summer. They were
probably afraid I'd get mad at the
washing machine.
I killed a typewriter once. too.
and that isn't easy. Typewriters
have a .great will to live.
This one had developed all kinds
of evil habits, _especially when I
was nearing a deadline. The ribbon
wouldn't reverse. The "c" would
stick. It would single-space when it
was supposed to double-space.
Then' the "k" started sticking, too.
Finally it did everything all at
'once.
First I tried tearing it limb from
limb, but typewriters are strong.
Once I had torn off the top shield,
it really resisted. I tried ripping out
the keys, but they just bent a little.
So I tried tearing out the letters,
but the "u,' or maybe it was the
"f," gashed my hand in retaliation.
I managed to yank off the carriage return, but that was about it.
So I just picked it up and threw it

• the

ssal:, spraining

17

• I raised it ,cm,.•
head and smashed it to the Ili,'
Pieces flew
lhat really did
over the oflice. .And my
where it landed, was swollen firr
month.
The last machine I killed .was
cassette recorder, and no machine
ever - deserved execution more, '
had used it while I Mters'Eewt.'d
a presidential candidate, and he had
said some of the most wot
stupid things . I had ever heard
But when I played the interview '
hack. the cassette was blank All
that stupidity was lost to hi story
I put it on the floor and jumped
on it, and laughed as its Japanese
innards came squirting out.
That was the last machine I
killed, hut I've beaten up severa'
others. Mostly coffee machines ant:
other Mechanical thtevcs.
Some readers may recall a colI
umn a few years ago m 'A
recommended not letting ct)!'
machines . and other ,denkl,H,
devices get away with taking your
money ahd not giving you anything. I recommended the best way.
to kick them. (Not with your toe.
•With the bottom of your foot. as 11
kicking down a lady's door,i
In that Loall1M. I said kicking it
wouldn't get you your money' hack.
hut you'd feel better.
The response was heartwarming.
Hundreds of people wrote about
how- much better they felt after
kicking a cheating machine.
However, one young man wrote
and said that he followed my
advice and was happily- kicking the
office coffee machine when his
boss came by and fired him.
"Your crazy' advice cost me my •
job," he said. "Now what should I
do?”
I told him to put my column on
the flaw:lace up, and jump up and
down on it •and he'd feel better.
- He said he'd try. Then he called
back and said: "You're right. I feel
better."
Good, I said.
"Yeah,- hut the landlord lives
downstairs and because of all the
noise, he says he wants me to move
out.Some people just can't he
helped.
Firlalk :
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Write a Letter...
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are-welcomed and encouraged All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and
phone number must be included for verification. The phone number will
not he published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should
be on topics of general interest.
Letters must liot he more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot he
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times, Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071
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MCF members witness coup in Haiti

Times
there was gunfire again, then
"The people were using clubs,
rocks and machetes, burning housecheering. The military had overpowered Lafontant, capturing him
s and businesses down," Ross said.
as well as six of his men. All afterThe interpret er, knowing what
A cheerful Dean Ross, minister
distant, naive .the commotion could possibly lead
noon, Ross said, "We heard and
of the Murray Christian Fellow- in this peaceful,
were about to be
world,
that
they
to
smelled
fires."
to,
gathered
the
group
together
ship, sat back in his chair safe in
political revolt, a
A reliable source had told Ross
return to the hotel. Inside the Inn,
his comfortable domain, as he involved in, a
that would mark Haitian
they were able to sleep through the
and his group that only 22 men
recalled his personal account of his coup,
history.
night.
were giving Lafontant any consulaChristmas vacation.
Jan. 6, the group arrived at the
The :le t morning when the
tion. At that point, the military had
However, his Christmas vacation
across from the Presgroup awoke, the streets were
returned the power to an interim
was quite unusual. It began Dec. Holiday Inn
idential Palace in Port-au-Prince, desolate, with numerous road
president. In ail 40 lives were lost
27, with a flight from Nashville to
shopped at the Iron 'Market and
blocks by !laming tires.
in the coup, that finally returned
Miami 'and, then off to Port-aubasked in the sun. Later that night,
The Haitian interpreter told the
the power to the people.
Prince, then the group took a six
p.m., Ross said, some
Americans that they were not in
Lafontant and his men were said
hour bus trip to Saint Louis at about 10
The last day of their tour, tho encountered a coup, in which a tyrant
students went out with their
danger. because they were not at
to have been terrorizing the Haitian
DuNord where he and five Murray of the
was trying to overthrow the President, Supreme Court Justice Frtha
for
ice
cream.
interpretter
Thes
fault. 1 he people there realized that
people for years, killing those who
State University students stayed at
Pascal-Trouillot.
This burning car was just one result of the chaos.
to
hear
what
then
began
they
the missionaries were there to help
worked against him. Ross said he
the Northwest Haiti Christian MisWA;awry_
44.1„,; ..
014341 The 44444:
siort-Their_duties-incitided_itssist__ thought. werzlincrackers. Then the
-was- told -that -this- particular coup
I
mg at a "nutrition cen cr, it •
The coup had been successful, the last strongholds of the power."
trig food supplied by CARE, to sound, identified the noise as
and the Tontons Macoutes had
Two ladies were seen running
feed mothers and their babies, three machine guns fired by military
down the street yelling, "Give me
days a week as well as hauling personnel, knowing that ironically • taken the president captive and
my president! Give me my presiconstruction to build a compound enough, for the cititens of Haiti, Lafontant nad named himself
president.
ammunition is illegal. The Haitians
dent!" in rejoicement, Ross said.
for a mission," he said.
Frances Drake
As the missionaries were in conwere defending themselves against
What was remarkable was that in
Together he _and the students
TI'ESI/A1, -IAN!
tact with the American Embassy, this backward country, "the people
worked with mothers and their the Tontons Macoutes in a coup led
they were instructed to stay in and .had worked together to say no to ARIES
by tyrannical leader, Roger Lafonbabies, engaging 4n activities such
SC(1RPI()
the Tontons Macoutes and we were (Mar.21 to Apr 19)
as vacation bible schools, giving lant, a 55 year-old gynecologist. keep their heads down, as the con_k 2.Hro
who was attempting to take over
sulate updated them on the progthere to witness it," he added.
the children attention and love.
Things aren't exactly as tiles
),euto-ainel,w .4nui hail judgment
ress. 'they were told they were
Lafontant and his followers were appear to be in business Tak.• „uhi itilr•fir-rr•
"We saw Haitians in their kind, the presidential position held by
.41,..r progress
turned over to civilian courts.
ur-,tior
nothing for granted and be leery of
good
-xeet, gentler - nature," Ross said. Supreme Court Justice Ertha "Not in any imminent danger," that
the problem was an inside problem,
Pascal-Trouillot, who was inaugur"Our biggest anxiety, was just mistakes in judgment Social lite
fhese families the group worked
cuncernine or,:y Haitians.
I
not knowing how far it would go," very nice tonight
dh were malnourished and pover- ated as president of the provisional
SA(.ITfARII 5
TAURUS
a.m., Ross said
Then ;;;
said Ross.
ty stricken, requirements for government March 13, 1990.
tt,
"s,,s
After the chaos of the coup was (Apr.20 to May 20)
adviser
r
ould
A
meeting
with
an
finished, the military and the peoI ,*•I vow, 11,41i
ple had said no more to the Ton- leave you more confused than ever It
will take a while before niatters ar.- estimAti
tons Marchoutes and their
clarified. Someone puts in a pool
terrorism.
highughts
. word for you in business
• The power in Haiti does not GEMINI
( APBI( (11i
want people to learn. Education in (May 21 whine 20)
!
t_ •
Haiti is not required, nor is it valErrors in judgment are possitd.•
ued. The majority of the people can today where money is convertied
,t
.f
not read. As a result there are two careful that you don't misplar
tr.,
dor
th ittl
trr.t.a:
,t.trtt
e•titer
something of value Its a grand night
extreme classes, the very wealthy
'.tir
,1,t1tt
,
and the poverty stricken,Ross said. for socializing
AQI Akli
CANCER
•• -• 0,44E
. They do not have the knowledge
21 to July 22) .
(June
themselves
and
their
resourto help
You may be too pri-occupu-d will
ces are limited to (ice, coffee.
other
matters to be effective in
bananas and other fruits. The once
business early in the day 'huff your
barren,
tops
mountainare
_beautiful
,head: Later.:Our •personalitV .ad
and the bountiful -mahogany no charm will be a factor tit
longer exists. The country is over- success
populated, lacking the knowledge
LEO
to provide energy, electricity. (July-23 to Aug. 22)
water, purification and employYou could be all talk ;ind lilt I
action today Don't let matters slid.:
ment, said Ross.
"Haitian educational systems are on the-job. Evening hour; find you
anywhere from .50 to 75 years a romantic mood. Partnership inter
,iro.
isi• mars
ests are happily highlighted
•
behind us. I just hope our foreign
r- .,-riir,e,1111,-, rrss-riy
VIRGO
policy will include offering aid to (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
al, tt, tl-;st
fin.io •
this country. Particularly now that
1,1,4h
pleasure
seek
Though
you're
in
a
. .
- Haitians are able to govern theming mood today, you may be onsor.
Over the Christmas vacation, Dean KOSS, minister of the Murras Christian Fellowship and rise NIurra
Selves. They are such a very sweet of where you stand in romance at
to find
State- University students, went to-Haiti to assist the Haitians by feeding malnourished children and to
nrreri
people::
present. Business and pleasure
build a missionary compound. Front row, from left are Penny Eastridge and Mary L‘n Clark, hack row
th.
thing liotti
bine 16 your advantage...Ross said that two of his close
from left are Guy, Pierce, Mike Muller and Ross.
,u1 likely to
LIBRA
friends who live in Haiti Itold him
rrettl'e
rt
sid 1r,
that they believe. that the English (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Friends could drop Iiy. at
language needs to be taught within
the country'. This is because, as of inconvenient time and a situation at tall PAWLS DRAKE (24 hrs.)
home could remain confusing. Hots
1.10W, the Haitians_ are taught to
Forecast for Todas or the Future
ever, this should be a wonderful rkiy
peak both French and •French
I 900 226 0360
as far as romantic interests irt$1 a minute
reole, but that the French arc not concerned. -.
offering much help . to the
deprived nation. With the Haitians
speaking only French, language
proves to be a real barrier.
More than anything,- the Minister
the experience taught both he
said
By Abigail Van Buren
and his studentS to 'appreciate the
,
blessings we have here, and to realCongratulation!, to our as!,ot.:1,1 tct,
DEAR ABBY. inlet a man I liked
DEAKABBY:This is in regard to that even though there may be ize the materialism that surrounds
very much two years ago. My chil- the person who wrote to you soine political and ideological differ- us and the fact that even without
on their!prom()tii,ndren are grown and I had been a time ago about the busboy who ences between us, the Vietnamthese superficial things that we
widow 14 seven years. In the begin- turned in an envelope containing ese are our brothers, the Ruscould remain happy as proven by
ning, we decided we didn't need to be $465 in cash. The owner was finally
sians are our brothers, the Chimarried,so he moved into my house. tracked down,hurried to the restau- nese are our brothers; and one those loving children in the small
"I own this home and am financially rant to pick up the money,and didn't day we've got to sit down to- northwestern village.
Cindy Roberts
Gail Dyke
secure. He is not. He's been divorced give the busboy a penny. Well, you gether at the table of brotherIn the words of one of Ross's
ie Presuietit
bra long time and his kids have very ain't heard nuthin' yet.
hood."
Haitian minister friends, Gerard
little to do with him.
God bless America. And may Eustachc, "Like all children, the
()perations 511per-L-Nor
Several years ago,I found a Gucci
I -see no -advantage for me — and
we Americans, by our conduct, Haitian children love to laugh anck_c_
Republic Savings Bank
purse containing $64000 in $50 and be Worthy of God's blessings.
all the advantages for him — if we
contemplate
They
learn
to
play.
were to marry,but I told him I might $100 bills! There was also a fivetheir happiness regardless of the
consider it if he %vouldsign a prenup- carat emerald-cut diamond ring in
Kenny Rose
Patty Harris
*
poverty. They are not satisfied, but
tial agreement. He refused. I just the purse.Since there was an identiOfttt
er
Bank:
ti'.
'rertior
they are happy.. •
wanted to protect myself against fication card in the purse, I immedi-iis more
By Popular ',guest, Abby shar
sii, tr,, Republic Savings Bank having -him assume he's .my com- ately got in touch- with the owner, of ker favorite prize-winning, easy-towho wasted no time in coming to my prepare recipes To order, send a long,
Paducah
mon-law husband and ending up
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray_ Lodge/ a Time* Staff Writes
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Widow Fed Up

De it)

With Her Sweetheart

Who's Soured -

Success the Republic way!

with community property — mostly
It mine.
To tell you the truth, Abby, I am
led up with him. He is a gambler(my
money), and he has ken to drinking so Much t at he s not good for
anything anymore,ifyou know what
I mean.I'm 57 years old and he's only
55, hut'books old enough to be my
father. He's taken money out of my
,e purse and I don't trust him anymore.
If you were in my place, what
would you do?
TIRED OF HIM

DEAR TIRED:I would immediately call my lawyer, explain
the situation and find out ifI had
any legal obligations to this man.
(Don't be surprised if you have
to pay a little something to get
rid of him.)
Then I'd give him three hours
to get out of my house — and I'd
help him pack.
Is.

home to retriebe her purse. She was
so overcome with joy, she cried.
—Guess-what-kind -of reward I got'?
She said,"Thank you for saving my
marriage. If I had lost all that stuff,
my husband, would have divorced
me!" Then she left.
Abby,I think the good Lord sometimes sets us up in order to test us

Oh well, my conscience is clear.
SLEEPING WELL IN TACOMA
DEAR SLEEPING WELL:Virtue is its own(and sometimes its
only) reward. And a clear conscience isn't a bad finder's fee.
Pleasant dreams.

Read the
want ads daily

business-size, self-addressed envelope,
I $4.50
plus check or money order
in Canada to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054. t Postage is included.i

for $3.95

Donnifta Jones
Sernor Bank:lig (1tther
Republic Saring4 Bank Mayfield

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.

INJURED?
CALL
A. JONES
DONALD
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury St Worker's ( ump.

will relocate his office

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
THIS IS

AN

205 So. 8th St.

inhTcs.teti 1 1-1

141c grotir
con to t

(across from the MCCH Emergency Room)
•t-z—t*

as of January 17, 1991
For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Benton

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435
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Mrs. Ruth R. Gillespie
Senior Vice President, Human Resources
Republic Corporate Center
601 West Market Street
Louisville, Kentucky .10202-2700
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In State
1-800-633-1178
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DEAR READERS: Today we
pay tribute to a great American,
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. His
words of wisdom are even more
meaningful today than they were
24 years ago, when he said:"One
day,somebody should remind us

Larissa Thompson
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Local couple will observe their 50th wedding anniversary

Bogal-Allbritten
and Daughaday
article published

Mr. and Mrs. James Nolart. Harris of 1602 Richland, Murray., will
observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on Friday. Jan. 25.
No formal celebration is
planned.
They were married on Jan. 25,
1941. at Hico Church of Christ
with L.H.. Pogue. minister.
officiating.
Their attendants were Dortha
Nell Harris Darnell and Thomas
Lee .Armstrong.
Mrs. Harris. -the former -Etna
rayc Murdock, iss the daughter of
the late William Bryan Murdock
and Addle Lou Rogers Murdock,
Mr. Harris is the son of the late
Connie Glen Harris and Gladys
Ellen Swift Hams_
Mr. Harris spend three years in
Africa and ltaly with the U.S.
Army during World War IL four
years working in Michigan. and in
1949 returned to Calloway County
to farm in the Lynn Grove
community.
The Harris' moved to Murray in
1974. After retiring in 1983, they
have traveled: filmed and reproduced video tapes of Church and
University Bible Lectureships.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris have one
daughter, Sirs. Cathy- Lou Harris
and husband. Stephen. and one son.
James Mack Harris and wife. Don-

Two Murray State University
professors of the department of
sociology, anthropology and social
work recently had an article published in the Human Services in the
Rural Environment journal.
Dr. Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten,
professor of social work, and Dr
rtr-sh--Rngerg -Dxtrgtmrtay 2CC1CLint professor of sociology, wrote
an article titled "Spouse Abuse
Program Services: A Rural-Urban
Comparison " The article details
the results of a national survey of
direetors of spouse abuse
programs
Sur% ey results reveal rural
sr,xoLse abuse l:enters generally proiir range of services than
ari relativels few
p,ograi sla;Ca willingness to
:pt cl:erts from outside their
mars s.n ice area.
\ member of the Murray State
s:nce 1977, Ms. Bogal.^rtten earned the bachelor's
..teg•,:e.ar.i octorate from Loyola
1. :-..sers::‘
a member of the
MSt fac1ts since 1:0(T. earned
L.Hr's degree from Western
7. ,7
and t:It:

"

na
Grose.

Bryan Ernstherger, Louts Alan
• Ernstberger. Carl Glen Harris and

Laura Katherine Harris, all of Lynn
Grove.

Coming community activities are announced

Best selling books
listed for the week

‘10nday, Jan. 21
M-,irrav C:ty Schools wtll he
clod .ttx!,.y in observance of Martin Ligh`er King Jr. birthday.

s. rig books for week of
re:C4Se,!
•

‘1onclay. Jan. 21
H'7'2, 1

Ha/s:
Us 1,

.:1e,

, f \tar: !.

•

;Murray Postoffice will be clos.
today in observance of Mar;
! :her kmc Jr

Iii T1WN
k

!B

Their five grandchildren are
Misty Lou Ernstberger. Kenny

I.‘ r:i

a"•

BirtlidallS are Celebrated

Gr.ff.r
4,:mc (..e

Nlonday, Jan. 21
for Water Valley Von
wdi he played
Valley Com-

Murray Professional Secretaries
v.i!! meet at s 10 p Tr,
Stockade.

a:

ko,- Coot
Stephar

Lodge No, 105 Free and
: Maasons will meet at
;
at lodge hall on Ilighwa
North, (oldAat,- Po.! .4

1'2:

K
L L,g1g.g4ey
Erc
I
N(VC-F1(71()•.
Charles G,vens
.-a-.. a Sc.! 1.k!ense
.
;oat:- Bradsha.
Charles Gomns
it_sa
f:toffrey C Ward
:
Bo. Bo Jasor
B. a.
;
.• N4r...:hem ficioth.a I
c
-,c

Tuesday, Jan. -22

1 ftc•ta 1)epartment
\t'array- (lab will meet at 7 p m

p in
".,.r

,Aay
c. I
07.

Social Security' Represenutive
ill be at Calloway County Public
I *r.ffN from 1010 a.m. to 12:30

1._.17

11\ CP,1\ ;1;

l'Atk *Z,

9 3r?
r.

Administratise Board Room, Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
Wes: Kentucky Allied Services
ce itr; Weaks Center will he
closed in: observance of Martin
Luther King Jr. h.rtbday
Aud.tior,s for
the Shrew - will be at 7 ;
Playhouse in :he Park. For
mation call 759-1752.

:THEATRES!

A CPR -Course will start t'6a
p in. at Murray Area Vocational
Education Center.

at NlurrayCot.t.t7'er—.:

1'2
Pare;

S'.or\Iher

M..rray
St)i.!t:!. •

Tuesday, Jan. 22
Aliheimer's Disease Support
Group will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
hoard room of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.

Kentuciry Lake Chapter of
AmerIcan Association of Retired
-Persons
12 noon at
Ma)cstft ko\aTe.
,
1 +Tina ,.1:1/4..rested person,

‘t.'

c.,
(A..r

Executive Board of Murray
(.11ristiaq Women's Club will meet
at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.

(- lab
at Siatnside \lat.
Room. For imforrnation cali
75,0
Bingo y1/4 ;11 he at 7 p.m. at
1.:mtits of Columbus tsJding on
open
II,:;L2 R0,14, poor,
at ()

• I

Prepared Childbirth Class will he
7 p in. in Education Unit of
Murray-('alloway County Hospital.
Administratise offices at Murray
State University will be closed
today. for Martin Luther King Jr.
birthday.

Home Alone

Edward
Scissorhands
PG-131

Basketball games between L'aT.ly
Racers and Tennessee Tech will he
c 15 p in. and Racers will play
Icttric•see Tech at 7:11) p m both
.n Racer Arena. Murray State

MarYin Thomas Johnson Jr., celebrated his first birthday arid his
mother, Teresa C. Johnson, celebrated her hirthday, both on Satur•
dab, Jan. 12. A small family party was held. Marsin is the son of
Mersin Johnson and Teresa 'Johnson of Murray. He has one brother.
JoYan of Fayettesille. N.C. His grandparents are Ms. %Line Pratt
CaYitt of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Johnson of
Fay etter ille.

Kindergarten
Cop PG- 3

Calloway County Middle School
E.ghth Grade Boys and Girls
Basketball teams-will play at South
Marsha!! at 6 p in.
WL.rt'.h1 Comm! Group will meet
:at Glc'ndale Road Church

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
••..

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

$2-$3
OFF/gal.
• - stocx

Tuisda. Jan. 22
SC7.10r CItIten . activities will be
.41 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
rn. to 2 p in. at Ilaiel Center:
p.m. at Vs'eaks

Athie.
t
• 'tent )our M.n1a.....it the mos
• 101.04 Chestnut • 753-3:111
()pen II:am tt. 10:pm
•

306 E Mon St

r /IAA/
759 4979

VISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 IMPORTS ANNUAL

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Groupo Of

Pillows
are
Rugs. P•aslcets
Rag
(ushions,
Glassware
anA
and
Price!
2
•

LARGEST SELECTION EVER OF
FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES REDUCEI)

Many 0

of-A

Metal

112 PRICE!

Pier I imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT ST.

Strtokirtg Cessation Group Sess.on will -he at 5 p.m. in Room 206.
Ordway Hall. Murray State Univer. Admision is free.

'a M. at

kfla'‘: Ctra%'h

A cornedian..Will perform at 730
p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State University.. Admission is
!rec.

(

\1 array Lions Club will meet at
(:7)p
Murray Woman's Club
House.
Community Improvement Volunteers will have a seminar on "Think
Spring and _Future- at 7 p.m. -at
Calloway County Public Library.
Auditions for "The Taming of
the Shrew" will be at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park. For information call 759-1752.
Health Express of MurraYCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dukedom, Tenn., from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Cuba from 12:30 to
241 p.m

Calloway County High School
Laker Boys Basketball teams will
host Lone Oak at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger Boys
Basketball teams will play at
Reid land.
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Murray Christian Fellowship
Board meeting will be at 7 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
m. at First Baptist Church.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will meet
at 2 p.m.

Cybill Shepherd speaks of her TV work
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MSU Night is
Thursday Night!

Administration of GED test will
begin at X a.m. in Counseling and,
oting, Center in Ordway Hall.
Murray State University. For information call 762-001.
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Mr. and Mrs. James Nolan Harris
as pictured in 1941

Mr. and Mrs. fames Nolan Harris
as pictured in 1991
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RADNOR. Pa. (AP) -- A year
and a half after "Moonlighting"
went off the air, actress Cybill Shepherd remains bitter.
Shepherd said in the Jan. 26
issue of 1V Guide she'll never
forget the lack of sympathy she felt
on the set of the ABC series while
pregnant - with her twins, now 3
sears old.
was sick as a dog," she said.
"But why would they be sympathetic 16 a pregnant. %Minn?
Some_pcople accused mc of using
the pregnancy as an cxcuseTor not
to the set. I had-tritUltiVate
r

belief in myself not to be swayed." But Shepherd says she hasn't
ruled out making another television
series.
"My grCatesu success came
through television," she said.
••'Moonlighting' was a huge boost
to my career."
Shepherd played Maddie Hayes,
financially ruined glamour queen
who ran a detective agency she had
purchased as a tax shelter. The
show's 4Y2 -year run was filled
TiOT TrimOTs OT Thimo-ciTy 15Crt-Ween
her lnd co-star Bruce Willis.
a

.
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6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Daily
Sycamore
Resteiurant l2tfl

We Want To Be
Your Place!
* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet- 1 1 :30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.-O95
tri

753-8080 - FM Party Room Available
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Cheese sauce recipe
good for quick sauce
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NEW YORK (AP) - Wisconsin
Cheese Sauce is a quick -- but flavorful - sauce that can be served
_over poached chicken or fish, or
steamed vegetables.
The sauce combines the flavors
of mozzarella and Parmesan or
asiago cheeses. It takes less than 10
minutes to cook in the microwave
oven. 1 he recipe is provided by the
Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board.
Wisconsin Cheese Sauce
1 tablespoon butter
IA tablespoons flour
1/
1 4 cups skim milk
6 tablespoons grated mozzarella
cheese
tablespoons grated asiago or
Parmesan cheese
'A teaspoon grated lemon peel
/
1
2 teaspoons lemon jutec A teaspoon tarragon
Cayenne pepper to taste
'A teaspoon v.hite pepper
Salt to taste
In a I - to 2-quart microwave
howl, melt hotter on high (1(X per1
2 minutes. Mix
cent power) for 1 /
in flour, then whisk in milk. Cook
on high about 41
/
2 minutes until
thickened, stirring twice. Mix , in
remaining ingredients. Cook on
high, stirring one or twice, until
cheeses are melted and sauce is
_hot. about 1 /
1
2 minut,:s. Makes I 'A•
cups.
• (Recipe from; Vsisconsin Milk
Marketing Board)

First haircut can
become problem
NEW YORK (AP)
When toddler, start screaming the minute
!hey get into the barber's chair. it
-isn't just heeacse they don't like
:uing still.
"Children ven't clear on where
their_ bodies begin and end," says
I csies'Kopl fw. . child social
i.,orker
\s. York
Cu111111 h.lir thus implies that
part of then IN being.removed and
-lost -lortser;
"In addlton,'• she says. child
'en
ren cannot understand why their
parents
their protectors - are
causing this ordeal rather than prev,:nting it
MacDonald. who runs Fan
tastic Sam's International Haircut!cirs in Brooklyn. N.Y.. says "the
.•arlier wia bring,a child in. the bettcir -Most children get their first
haircf.: between I A to 2 years.
h!!1.}
l.'!••• her firs! salon
aiR .L at around 3 years old, she is
harder to handle.Kaplow suggests helping the
icifuld anticipate what' will happen,
./14 hii.h give. him a feeling of control. Either let the child watch
parents get haircuts or let her
rehearse on a doll's hair.

Special hints given
on buying celery
When purNEW -YORK (AP)
chasing celery, look for stalks that
have a solid, rigid or firm feel, a
glossy surface of light to medium
green, and leaves that are primarily
green and fresh.
Celery ribs should be crisp, of
medium thickness and snap easily,
the American Celery Council says.
Other tips:
- - Trim root and any damaged
leaves and,ribs; wash thoroughly;
drain.
-- Refrigerate in a plastic bag
and store in the vegetable drawer.
- To freshen a celery stalk, trim
base and place in cold water: to
• crisp wilted celery (both cut-up and
whole), place in icc water.
Refrrgerate cut-up celery in a
tightly covered container without
water.
The American Celery Council
says 'A cup of diced celery (about
I large rib) contains only 9 calories, is low in sodiumrvirtnally fatfree and contains no cholesterol.

Best selling records
of the week listed

JCCCSS came
" she said.
a huge boost

Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of week
of Jan. 20 have been released as
follows:

laddie Hayes,
lamour queen
gency she had
shelter. The
n was filled
Osiry -tscrUTnn
:e

1. "Justify My Love," Madonna
2. "High Enough," Damn Yankees
3 "Love Will Never Do (Without You),"
Janet Jackson
4. "Tom's Diner," D.N.A. featunng Suzanne
Vega
.-4-"T4to Ant
" Su44••6. "Sensitivity," Ralph Tresvant
7. "Because I Love You," Stevie El
8 "Impulsive," Wilson Phillips
9 "From a Distance," Bette Midler
10 "1'm Your Baby Tonight," Whitney
I louston

To Be

II

& Sun.
ly $3.95
fly $3.95

Jayde Victoria Darnell born

Miss Marylynn Horton of Rt. 3.
Murray. and Donald Wayne Hunter
of Crestview. Fla announce .their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride -elect is the daughter of
Clarence and Audrey' Horton of
Roseville, Mich.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Thomas and Florence Travis of
the Aurora community and of the
late Samuel and Grace Retallack of
Clinton Township, Mich.
The groom -elect is the son Of
Herman and Jean hunter of Durant.
Fla., and Shirley and James Hunter
of Tampa. Fla
He is the grandson of Virgil and
Edna Shiver of Plant City, Ha.. the
late Hilton Hunter, and the late
Buck and Lime Lunsford
Pine.crest, Fla.
Miss Horton is a 1 989 graduate
of Murray State University with an
Associate degree in Business
Administration. She is presently
employed at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Mr. Hunter is a Iceh Sgt. in the
United States Air Force, stationed
at Eglin Air Force Base, Ha.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, March 16, at
1 p.m. at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Holiness Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All relatives and friends arc
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception Only out-ot-town
invitations will he sett:

Mr. and Mrs. Shane Darnal of Rt. 5, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Jayde Victoria, weighing six pounds 14 ounces, measuring
181/2 inches, born on Sunday, Jan. 13, at 12:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Tina Overby, is a beautician at
Headlines. The father is self-employed at Darnell Marine. Grandparents
are Dave and Velva Maupin, the late James Darnell, and Curtis and Joan
Overby, all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Melissa Hooks of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Lamb of Mayfield.

James Brodie Merrell.born
Mr. and Mrs. James Byron Merrell of, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, James Brodie, weighing seven pounds six ounces, measuring 191/2 inches, born on Saturday, Jan. 12, at 4:22 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tammy Overbe,y.
They have a daughter, Patricia Ann, 8. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Brandon of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Trcva Merrell of Puryear. Tenn.,
and the late Larry Overbey of Murray.

Jacob Thomas Maxey born
Capt. and Mrs. Randall Maxey of Rapid City, S.D., are the parents of a
son, Jacob Thomas, weighing eight pounds 12 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Monday, Jan. 7, at 7 p.m. at Ellsworth Air Force Base,
Rapid City, where the father is stationed. They have one daughter, Laura
Lee, 5, and another son, Zachary Charles, 2. Grandparents are Mrs. Reba
Maxey and the late Ralph Lee Maxey of Memphis. Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Edward McWhorter of Colorado Springs, Colo. Paternal
great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jeddic Cathey of Murray.

Bingo games on Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights* Columbus, will he Tuesday, Jan.
22, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Singles to hear Whitfield
- The Singlos Organizational Society will meet Tuesday. Jan. 22. at 7
pit. at MUrray-['aIIo'af Chamber of Commerce building. 'Body Language" will be the subject of the discussion led by Dr. Truman Whitfield.
This is a nonprofit support and social group or all single adults whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638. Jeanne. 753-0224, Mars. 1-517-0115. or Margaret,
1-247-2249.

Story Hours are scheduled
-Friends" will be the theme of Story Hours on T.Iesday, Jan. 22, at
10:30 a.m. and Wednesday. Jan. 23, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library, according to S,andy Linn, Youth Sirvices
'Director at the -library: Story Hours iire for children. 3- to 8. parents sand
Twos will be at 9:30 a.m. on TuesdaY and Wedne:da‘
information
call 753-2288.

AARP Chapter will meet
The Kentucky' Lake Chapter of American Asoc.iation.of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, Jan. 22, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale of Holiday inn. All members and interested persons of AARP are invited to
attend, according to Verlene Fiell. president. and Marjorie Shroat Dunn.
program chairman.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer"s Disease Support Grou6meetmg ,i1 he 1 csduy, Jan. 22.
at 4:30 p.m. in hoard room of Nlurray-Callow.:\. County Hospital. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdate, 762-1:00. or Jorna Randolph. ,
753!5561.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday. Jan. 24. at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 1 his is a support group
for persons who have lost a child or young adult through sudden death.
For more information call Chaplain Reita Moody at 762-1274.

Quilting classes offered
West Kentucky State Vocational Technical School at Paducah will offer
miniature quilting classes beginning Feb. 5. The program will consist of
30 hours of classroom instruction. Day and night classes will he held on
Tuesday's and Thursdays from 9 to 11:3p an and 6 to 8:30 p rn, Cost of
the course will he S50. To enroll, contactMelya Garland at the school at
1-554-4991.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped) Center
at 702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to he used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may leave them
at the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call
759-1965.

1. "Rumor Ilu It," Reba McEntire
2. "Isle's Little Ups and Downs," Ricky
VIII Shelton
3. "Brother Jukebos." Mark Chesnutt
4. "These laps Don't Know How To Say
Goodbye," Doug Stone
• 5. "Daddy's Come Around." Paul Overstreci
6. "Forever's as Far u
Go," Alabama
7. "Unanswered Prayers," Garth Brooks
I. "There for Awhile," Steve Wanner
9. "Love Can Build a Bridge," The Judd%
10. "It Won't Be Me," Tanya Tucker
(Source: Cashbos magazine)

•

Marylynn Horton,fiancee
of Donald Wayne Hunter

High-fiber breakfast may cut appetite

1

From LOW CALMR4E RECIPES
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
A high-fiber breakfast may cut a
person's appetite for lunch, according to Low' Calorie Recipes
magazine.
Allen S. Levine of the Veterans
Administration Medical Center ir
Minneapolis asked volunteers to
eat a breakfast of juice and highfiber or low-fiber cereal. At a
lunchtime buffet, those who had
the high-fiber breakfast ate nearly
100 calories less, enough for a
10-pound weight loss over a year's
time.
The risks of many' health problems are lower for women than
men -- but not the risk of weight
gain. People are most likely to get
fat between ages 25 and 34. and
women face twice the risk of men,
according to a team led by David
Williamson, of the nutrition division at the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta. Women who
began the study overweight gained
the most weight of all subjects. The
study monitored the weights of
nearly 10,0(K) people ages 24 to 74
over a 10-year period.
Not only does fat contain more
calories per'ouncethan other foods.
but fat calories appear to be more
fattening than those from carbohydrate or protein. According to Dr.
Elliot Danforth, of the University
of Vermont, the fat we eat is con,
verted into stored fat at 97 percent
efficiency compared with 77 percent efficiency for carbohydrate.
Clinical studies, which recruit

subjects from
weight-loss clinics.
over-gloomy picture of weight-hi,
success. In a recent e,'. ,'\
versity employees ai.d
a small town. 62 percent of this

attempted to lose weight
had succeeded and maintained their
,oss. In another study. 90 percent
Id formerly overweight persons
cre still within 15 percent of their
goal. after one year.

Celebrates irst birthday

Michael Anthony Taylor celebrated his first birthday on Nos. 17,
1990. Five other children attended his party on the theme of "Puppy
Dog Riding Bicycle.- He is the son of 11illiam Fild Taylor and Kimberly D. Taylor. His grandparents are Patricia and Lay mon Thorn.
ton, Noah F. Garland. Dora Marjorie Taylor and the late Billie Rav
Taylor. His great-grandparents are Sue Bazzell and Bub and Ada
Garland. His godmother is Joanna Renae Herndon.

at&
7.

We Are Now Open And Proudly Introducing:

Card party will be March 7
The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has been scheduled for Thursday, March 7, at 12 noon at
the club house, South Seventh and Vine Streets. Tickets are $6 per person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin, 751-5338, or any
9member of-. the Garden Department.
YOUR CHOICE

9

t- Luncheon
BuffetSalad Bar
Specials
Monday
through
Friday

($20 PER MONTH)

The Top Ten

Country•Western
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Horton and Hunter wedding planned

DATEBOOK

5 GREAT
DIAMOND Si
BARGAINS

MONDAY, JANUARY 21, 1991

1/4 CARAT $499
/4 CARAT' $4C19
LIGHTNING BOLT 11
WATERFALL I

*A Variety Of
Six (6) Hot
Vegetables,
Meats Such As Roast Beef,
Bar-B-Q Pork, etc., Cornbread
Sticks, Cobbler & More!

$345

A Meal By Itself

(From 11 to 2 p.m.)

Salad Bar
Dessert Bar

$2"

We Will Offer You Quality Food, First Class Service,
And A Pleasant Environment To Dine

ANNIVERSARY$199
BAND

1/4 CARAT'$499
CLUSTER
I

'The Diamond Price Leader"

ikoaat
FINE DINING REST.4111ZANT

WIDE BAND$499
CLUSTER
I
*.TOTAL WEIGHT Of DIAMONDS

Also Owners & Operators of Majestic of Mayfield.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

JEWELERS
Chinitnut MOW Shopping Ginter
Murray
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Hot-shot Tigers hand
first OVC loss to MSU

MSU officials
in altercation

By DANIEL T. PARKER

By DAVID RAMEY

Murray Ledger & Tim** Sports Editor

Lodger & Times Mad Sports Fader
MUITity - state

athletic

Michael D. Strickland and MSt
Board of Regents member Tommy
Sanders were involved in an on
court altercation after Murray
State's loss to Tennessee State
Saturday afternooh in Racer Arena
The two men changed wor
in front of the scorer's table in-rre
diately- following Murray •s
Saturday afternoon, and after ar, .
:rig for 3 couple of minutes, Str.ck
land pushed Sanders.
Murray State president Dr
Ronatd Kurth, assisted by
public safety officers and lac..
coordinator Issac Wright, sc....
:be two men. Strickland and Kurth we7,'
available for comment [hi, •
:rig. The university offices were
,:losed rdue to the King holiday, ant!
Stnckland was not at - home.
Sanders refused to commen:
what happened specifically
- 1 have no comment .

"
,

Mae'
\43,

Kevin Howard's driving basket with 2.2 seconds left in Saturday afternoon's game lifted the Tennessee State Tigers over Murray State 75-53 in
Ohio Valley Conference action, but "no one play beat us," MSU head
coach Steve Newton said after the Racers' first conference loss.
"It was the overall situation," Newton said. "We gave up too high of a
shooting percentage in each half."
The Tigers. were torrid. Led by IL Eubanks. who snapped a Ffor-30
streak in 3-point shooting with five treys in the first half alone, Tennesse.c.
State posted a shooting percentage of 58.7 percent (27 of 46) for the
game, including a 66.7 grade (8 Of 12) from beyond the 3-point stripe.
The Racers, meanwhile, were caught in the big chill, hitting only 38
percent of their shots from the floor (29 percent from 3-point range) and
an uncharacteristic 64 percent from the free throw line.
"We have been consistent (in free throw shooting) and are moving forward," Newton said. "But it dropped off tonight for us."
Also dropping off was the Racers' unbeaten status in league play, as
well as Tennessee State's 19-game losing streak on OVC opponents'
floor. Tennessee State came into the game with a four-game losing streak
and were 0-3 in the OVC, and Newton said there might have been a slight
"subconscious" tendency on the Racers to assume they would keep TS['s
streaks continuing.
"Subconsciously, they (the players) know where everyone's lined up
the standings)," he said. "But they did .have respect for them ad the concentration was there.
"You have to give credit to a team that came in and played a career
game," Newton added. "Sometimes you run into a club that has those
types of nights."
Despite TSU's hot shooting, the Racers used their customary late heroics to put them into a position for overtime. The Tigers had taken their
biggest lead of the game on Eubanks' 10-foot jumper with 1:24 left, puttint_JSU ahead 73-68, but Frank Allen bottomed a 15 -foot jumper with
1:13 to go.
Tennessee State tried to drain the clock, running it down from
shot to 37.5 seconds left before calling a time out.
Whatever strategy they planned was ruined when Romild 'I', Jones deflected a Tiger pass inside into the hands of John taAs. •
•Racer senior Paul King drilled a long 3-point shot to tie the game
_seconds to play.
- The Tigers then set up for the last shot, running the clock dwn
final seconds before Howard began his drive, scoring with 2 2
left.MSU•stopped the clock .with -1.3,showing„ but Greg E. • tiOn heave glanced off the shot clock -at the top of the Race!
"It was a very tough loss for us," Newton said, noting that our te3m .
drawing some excellent play from our opponents
but you have to
expect that with the reputation we have."
While Howard hit the winning shot. it was Eubanks' and Brian Colfey's long-range accuracy that kept Murray State from taking control of
• the game in the first half.
The Racers were leading 13-12 when Coffey brewed a triple to ;171
run of six straight TSU 3-point shots.
After MR,' missed two free throws, Eubanks :lit
second three pointer of the game to give the Tigers -their first .lead at 18-17.
Allen ,hit two free throws, but a Racer rebound was ruined by 'a had ,
pass, and Eubanks hit a 22-foot jumper fora 21-19 lead. Jackson tied the
game with a turnaround jumper from the lane, but Eubanks backed up two
feet, blasting away from 24 feet to give the Tigers a 24,,21 ,lead.
Scott Adams stuffs a shot into the Racer goal as Popeye Jones watches during early a(tion in Saturday's
(co
Cobb
n.d scored
eag
dfeor
o orr
Racers and a TSC turnover set up a Jackson tap-in
()VC loss to Tennessee State.

No huddle leads to no contest as Bills rout Raiders
By The Associated Press
•

iiiost dangerous receiv-

said. "It was like clockwork; everything they, did was just
like clockwork. They were marching down the field. It didn't
„,.v said - after going take a genius to figure out they were going to score.11)-, t feel omffirtable - The Raiders had no defensive geniuses this day. however.
Kelly hit Lofton for a I3-yard touchdown on a broken -play
a 502-yard after the quarterback dropped the snap in the shotgun.
‘ar,:s
r:1.11,;.:ucling a touchdown, and
After the Raiders got their only score, a 4I-yard field goal
re.teiving lie ran i7,:de and out through massive by Jeff Jae-ger, Buffalo struck again: And again. And". again.
passes on circle
"
..1 heard a lot of their defensive players say it was over• 'are. :!"!
he Raiders (12-5), rated," Lofton said of the no-huddle. "It might he ... hut the
thing that we do withthe no-huddle is...exectite so well.
; ..:ting that many
"Jim has a great feel for the passing game," added Lofton,
3l!er his team set
who also had an 8-yard score in his five receptions for 113
• •Iiit. and tied the AFC yards. "He also knows when to back off from just wanting to
hat ou dream
throw the ball and to be able to crease the defense with some
or 24-7." good running plays."
R,1 .
:10.e.1 improved.
Among those running plays were three short ones for scores
a .r•-,t five plays. which pro- by Kenneth Davis, tying an AFC Championship record. The
-;
!:li the no-huddle that- best run of the day was by linebacker Darryl Talley, who
scampre.d 27 yards with one of five interceptions of Jay
•:•.:.i.er Jerry Robinson Schroeder, equaling yet another AFC record.

\ •

Bahr's boot as time expires leads Giants past 49ers
By The Associated Press
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM
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1-800-432-9346
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RESOtiOCE 5

4-BUTTON. 7-CYCLE
DURA 10"'
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
Krocked the
!roose from Roger
(,-%i:g a. ;he 4'/..irs Orere nursing a
i3-12 lead 1:r. 2:46 left in. the
game. Lawrence Taylor. who
recovered the ball, and Matt Bahr.

We Service What We Sell'

tNpit to Cain s AMC Jeep)

Hwy 641 North
759-1505

'

injured
compared
\lontana.- 4h11
A
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IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?

Magic Chaf•

Underwood Appliance

I"

:..t2 to say-, that 1
,.:one.•• said Hostet:5 of 27 for 176
We final drive
,
cf"sa.7ia as he guided
s into field goal
. t tiis s`txth start in seven
Just adds to
We :re and keeps me going."
-He played great," said San
1'

•Super Scrub cycle for
pots and pans
.Dura 10'm tub and
door liner
.31edel wash
•Oniott indicator light
-Soft food disposer
•Reversible front panel

"
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Village Shopping Center

A.
•

.

Tim Herndon

If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION call

INSURANCE cENTERO
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

753-8355

Francisco's Jim Burt, an ex-Gant.
"1 kriew he could play when I was
with the Giants and thought if he
would ever get the chance, he
would get the job done."
The Giants, who beat Denver
four years ago in their only previous Super Bowl, now go to Tampa
to face Buffalo for the NFL championship. The Bills, who beat the
'LOs Angeles 'Raiders 51-3 to win
the AFC title and beat the Giants
17-13 on the road five weeks ago,
were an early 5-point favorite to
break the NFC's run of six straight
titles.
It was a defensive struggle,
much like San Francisco's 7-3 victory over the Giants last month.
The only touchdown of the game
was a 61-yard pass from Montana
to John Taylor that gave San Fran-

cisco a 13-6 lead early in the third
quarter.
But overall the -Giants dominated, controlling the ball for 39 of
the 60 minutes and knocking Montana from the game with 9:41 left.
He sustained a bruised chest and
broke the little finger of his throwing hand when he was sacked by
Leonard Marshall.
Marshall was only one.of series
of heroes on the New York
defense, who took advantage of
San Francisco's lack of a running
game (39 rushing yards all day
with 7 yards the longest gain.)
"They just pinned their ears
back and went after Joe," said
offensive right tackle Steve Wallace. "Thay can do that when you
can't run the ball"
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
Staff Report

305 N. 12th (Next to Century 21)

Murray Ledger & Times Sports
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Lady Racers fall to TSU
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The Tennessee State Lady Tigers used streaks to stop a streak Saturday
evening in Racer Arena, defeating the Murray State Lady Racers 84-73 in
Ohio Valley Conference action.
The Lady Tigers had not beaten Murray State since TSU joined the
OVC three years ago, but their six-game skid against the Lady Racers
came to a halt despite a I2-point MSU halftime lead.
Led by the second-half scoring of Rulcsha Adams, Jody Woods and
Ann Thomas, TSU used a 14-0 run to overcome the halftime lead, then
blew the game open in the last five minutes, outscoring Murray State 20-9
down the stretch to post the 11 -point win.
Adams, who led all scorers with 21 points, had 16 in the second half
while Woods scored all of her 13 points in the period while Thomas
accounted for 13 of her 18 points in the final 20 minutes.
Murray State, who was led by Michelle Wenning's 19 points and Jennifer Parker's 18, had taken an 14-6 lead in the first half, only to see the
7-7 tarty--Tigers tie the game with five straight points.
Two Angie Waldon free throws, a Fondo Garner putback and two more
free throws from Parker at 9:46 pushed MSU's lead back out to five
points, hut TSU came back again to cut the lead to two.
It was 27-25 when Julie Pinson dished off to Wenning underneath for a
basket that started a Lady Racer run. Tawnya Pierce added a 3-point shot
for a 32-25 lead, and was fouled on a subsequent 3-point shot, missing the
shot but nailing all three free throws at 1:58 to push the lead to ten points.
A TSU free throw at 1:17 was counted by a Pierce-to-Wenning floorlength pass for a bucket and a foul. Wenning missed the free throw but
MSU rebounded, with Melissa Shelton getting the putback basket for a
39-26 edge. TSU hit a free throw with 14 seconds left before the half.
Murray State, playing without head coach Larry Wall (family illness),
fell to 6-11 overall and 1-2 in OVC play. Tennessee State evened their
overall record at 7-7 while improving to 3-1 in the conference.
• • • •

State Farm Insurance corripanies
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Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
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TSU 84, Lady Racers 73
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Murray State's Julie Pinson stops her drise and prepares to go up
against a Lady Tiger player during the Lady Rat'ers' hiss Saturday.

Adams 21, Thomas 18 1-4,cks 17, W0009 13, Marlowe 6, Campbell 5 News
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Hot-shot Tigers•••
(Coned from page 8)
lor a 25-24 lead with 5:55 to go, hut Eubanks hit again from 24 feet out
to pit the 1igers hack in the lead.
Jerry Wilson got his own rebound and scored from the baseline to tie
he game again, and a Scott Adams free throw with 4:32 left put NISI.
11)ack on top.
With Eubanks out of the game, Coffey resumed his 3-point‘shooting,
hitting from the torof the key for a 30-28 lead. That ended TSU's 3-point
streak, hut the Tigers used the run to take a 40-37 lead into the halftime
break. •
Murray State finally evened the score on a Jones basket with 15:15 lef!
for a 45-45 tie, and when Allen forced Patrick Robinson into a five second turnover, Jones put the Racers on top with a one-hand putback that
caused a TSU timeout with 14:18 to go.
Nico Childs' slam dunk tied the game again, and after MSU hit one of
two free throws with 12:48 left, Eubanks hit from the baseline for a 49-48
lead.
King hit from three:point range for a 51-49 MSU lead, but two TS1
free throws knotted the game again. A Jones putback put MSU back on
top, but Childs drove for a basket and was fouled, adding the free throw
for a 56-53 lead with 10:20 left while Jones -walked to the Raeer hench
with his fourth foul.
Coble hit two free throws with 9:25 left and added a 3Lpoint shot 36
seconds later for a 58-56 MSU lead, and Jackson followed a TSU basket
with a puthack to keep MSU' on top.
Tony Lewis tied the gaffe with a baieline score, and a 3-seconcidane
violation against MSU gave the ball back to the Tigers. who took the lead
on Leo Parker's driving score.
Cohle followed a missed free throw with a cutback to tie the game at
and it was 66-66 when Jackson hit a free throw with 3:52 left,for

NFL playoffs
A
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Actions& Reactions
Football
NE WPOHI BEACH, Calf — Southern Ca s
Todd Marnnovrch, one of tne nation's top col-

iege quarterbacks, was arrested for invest,ga
on of coca ne possess,on Mannovich, 21. was
carrying about a gram of :tie drug when he was
arreSted at 4 15 am while waltung down a
stree1 in this coastal crty 40 miles southeast of
Los AngefeS, Sgt Mike McDonough said. -He
was booked and released at 11 10 am, on his
own recognizance pending an arraignment al
Harbor Municipal Court, McDonough said
Cccane possession in that amount carnes a
maximum penalty of one year in a county or
state jart Mannovich Was kicked off-the Southern Cal team on Jan 11 for missing a mandatory players meeting and failing to register for
classes before the start of the spring semester
There has been widespread speculation that
me sophomore *.1t enter the NFL draft A player w-shing to enter :he draft must notify the NFL
by Feb
• • • •
FORT WORTH, Texas — Heisman Trophy winner 1y Detmer was named the winner of the
10th annual Davey O'Brien National Quarterback Award by the Fort Worth Club on Saturday The Bngharn Young Junior will be honored
for Ks 1990 performance at a Feb. 11 dinner at
the club. He will receive a $10,000 scholarship,
the traditional O'Brien Sculpture and a gold
Rolex watch Craig Erickson of Miami was second and Dan McGwife of San Diego State was
th.rd The award was established by the Fort
Worth Club in memory of the late Davy O'Brien,
who led Texas Christian to the 1938 national

recorded a unanimous decision over prevo_.s.y
unbeaten Aaron Davis on Saturday n:ght To
capture the World Boxing Association weerweight championship Taylor, 26 1-1 With 14
knockouts, was ahead on ail three iddgeS'
cards when the bout ended Judge Frank Carp,
scored it fix Taylor 115-112, while judges Vin
cent Flanone and Phil Newman each fa.rored
layor 116.111

Tennis
MELBOURNE. Australia — Patrick McEnroe
stepped out of John McEnroe's shadow and
into the quarterfinals of the Australian Open,
trying to finish the job his brother left undone
and mate a name for himself Patrick McEnroe
drove Mark Woodforde of Australia crazy Sun
day with pinpoint baseline shots and returns in
a 6-4, 6-2, 6-1 victory. The mach came on the
anniversary of John k4cEnroe's blowup in the
same round last year, a center court tantrum
that led to the first expulsion for misconduct in
Australian Open history In other fourth-round
men's matches Sunday, second-seeded Boris
Becket beat Wayne Ferreira 8-4, 7-8 (7-5), 6-4.
and 10th-seeded Guy Forget defeated Todd
Woodbridge 6-4, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4 In fourth -round
matches women's matches Sunday, top-seeded
Steil Graf defeated Karma Habsuclova 6-0, 6-1,
second-seeded Monica Seles beat Catherine
Tanvier 6-2. 6 1, third-seeded Mary Joe Fe,
nandez defeated 16th-seeded Sabine Appelmans 6-3, 6 3, and fourth seeded Cah
ea
,

Sabatini beat Rachel McQuillan 6-3, 6-1

Wildcats outlast pesky
Commodores, 58-50

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

Jam LEXIN(jTON, IS', .N1')
al Mashburn turned in his first disappearing act of the season Saturday against Vanderbilt. And all .•
took were S011-4: magical Words a
halftime from Kentucky coach Rick
Pion° to bring him hack.
Mashburn was the invisible man
in the first halt with only on,:
offensive rebound and two personal
fouls. but he reappeared in the s.:ond half to sore 17- points to lead
ninth-ranked Kentucky, to its ninth
straight victory, a 58-50 Southeastern Confcrenee win over the
Commodores.
"I hought -he was going to
bench me for the whole game.''
said Mashburn, who didn't start the
final half.
What exactiv JiJ Pitino say to
him at internm,sion?

753-0489

This Week's Special;
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

ii

It show. d me that nothirn:H,
gramed,— Mashburn said
startim: the second half. "It
have to play hard
the trite
compl;:ted two threehit one 3-pointer
.relt.11 in. Which Kentucky.
- '
6-0 SEC) went from
dc!mt to a 48-41 adyan:age with 2:46 to play.

Special Good
thr,, Jan 26

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-13-0--FlidgiBeet, Fried Chicken.
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
$

Plus all the fixIn's
and dessert bar.

— We k.o..iidn't get him off the
board and then he hit the big 3,"
Vanderbilt coach Eddie Fogler said
rslashburn•s plan

95

11, Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
753-0045
Murray
ikk Chestnut St.
0

championship

Golf
HONOLULU — Lanny Watkins beat a strorg
wind with one of the finest rounds of hi life and
rallied from six shots back to score his 20th
career victory Sunday Wadions finished with a
7 under-par 65 — by three shots the best round
or day — to pass nine players and record a
four-stroke victory He had a tour round total of
18-under 270 on the Waialae Country Club
course The winds, gusting to 35-40 mph and
creating whitecaps on the nearby Pacific surf,
prohibited anyone else from making a major
move The triumph was worth $198,000 from
the total purse Of $1.1 million and combined
with a second-place finish in the Tournament of
Champions to give Wadkins $284,400 in earnings in two starts this season

Baseball
HOUSTON — Roger Clemens' agent says the
incident that led to the arrest of the two-time Cy
Young Award winner at a Houston nightclub
was 'an unfonunate misunderstanding'Cue, P0:--and—Ms---9+year-etri—brekheo- 6est
each remained fres on $2000 bond Sunday
after being arrested for aggravated assault on a
police officer during a Saturday morning distur
bance al the Bayou Mama's nightclub An initial
appearance hearing has been scheduled for
Tuesday in Hams County state district court,
the distoct attorney's office said Harris County
assistant distna attorney Henry Lawrence sa,c1
it convicted of the third-degree felony charges,
Its, two brothers face two to to years in prison
and up to a $10,000 line Houston police
spokesman Dan Turner sad the pair were
invoived in a shouting match with other night
Club patrons When off duty Officer L Oviedo
working as a club security guard, attempted to
break up the group, the brothers allegediy got
into a wrestling match with the officer

Racer Basketball
vs.
- Tennessee Tech
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Tonight 7:30 p.m.
******
Lady Racers vs. Tennessee Tech
Game Sponsored by the
University Bookstore

"The Diamond Pricy Leader"

*99

Boxing
ATLANTIC CITY. NJ
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Get your official Racer
basketball t-shirts at the
home games while supplies last.
Hurry...they're going fast!

— Meldrick Taylor
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Governor's candidates confront media

Reichmuth Scholarship

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) -- They
didn't say a lot they hadn't said
before,- hut Kentucky's 1991 guhernatonal candidates outlined their
stands on issue from campaign
finance reform to limiting the terms
of state legislators.
it. Gov. Brereton Jones, speak•
ing with other candidates before a
convention of the Kentucky Press
.AssociatiOn, repeated his wish to
limit campaign contributions to
$100.
But the Midway Democrat said
that he would continue to accept
the current limit of S4,000 because
"I think I would he slaughtered" if
he did not use the same rules as his
opponents.
.
New, however, was Jones' statement that, should he win the primary. he would ask his Republican
opponent to agree to the $100 limit
for the Jest of the campaign.
In another new twist, Republican
Larry Eorgy said he would make
full disclosure of his and his wife's
personal finances and income tax
returns
during the campaign and
Dr. Larry Manett, lien) chairman of the Department or Musk at Murray State 1 nisersity, presents a framed
year
he was in office. And he
ea..h
resolution to Dr. Roger Reichmuth establishing the Roger E. Reichmuth Endowed Scholarship in Musk. The
his oppanents to do the
challenged
scholarship has been established by the music department to honor Dr. Reichmuth's 12 years as chairman of the
sarne..
department and 20 years of sers ice to Murray State I. nisersity. Dr. Reichmuth is currently acting assistant dean
of the College of Fine kris and Communications.
he Le‘ingtoman agreed with
Jones that campaign reform would
rL.store the voters'. confidence
government. And he
:ni:c ins promise to accept no
larger than S300, nor
!Li. 41 j t On
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The legend of Wheel's favorite son lives on
KENTUCKY
BACKROADS

Dr. Floyd G. Poore spoke of a
"groundiwell of resentment" in
Kentucky over what he called "a
burdensome and unfair tax system," and reiterated his pledge to
roll back some of the $1.3 billion
tax increase passed by the 1990
General Assembly to fund education reform.
But new was his announcement
that he would publish Feb. 14 a
"Valentines card to the people of
Kentudy" outlining how he would
cut taxes without compromising
reform.
Three-term Lexington Mayor
Scotty Bacsler said the tax and
spending issue was uppermost on
his priorities list.
"The governor sets the toner'
for state policy, the Democrat said.
And as governor, Baesler said he
Would make cuts in the $7 million
a year personnel costs of running
the-executive office and the cabinet
bureaucracy.
Bacsler promised to work for
mandatory recycling and better
management of the 'state's solid
waste disposal, and to include local
officials in the process. And in
such cases as Union Underwear
and the plan to dump. salty effluent
into Lake Cumberland, he said he
would not sacrifice the environment to keep
,
Lexington. lawyer Gatcwood
Galbraith attacked the media representatives present for "dismissing" him as.a viable candidate and
his proposed solutions for the,
state's ilk.
The Democrat's platform
rl.cludes the legalization of hemp
the plant that produces mariiva-

na
but he said the media
were"ioo smug" to admit- that he
is more than a one-issue candidate.
He challenged newspcople to prove
that hc is wrong when he says that
capitalizing on hemp's usefulness
in medicine, paper and fuel production --- among other things —
would make Kentucky a leader in
agribusiness and bring in needed
cash..
First lady Martha Wilkinson,
whose campaign had wondered if
the KPA convention , would be
canceled due to the Persian Gulf
situation, made the briefest address
and focused mainly on support for
U.S. troops in the Middle East.
Wilkinson.. a Democrat,
touched _upon the issues of illiteracy and the need to educate the 1.25
million Kentuckians without high
school diplomas, but put off discussion of other issues until later in
the campaign.
All six candidates said they
favored an amendment allowing
gubernatorial succession, as long as
it didn't include the sitting governor. All also agreed that the terms
of state legislators should be
and they promised to release
advance copies of all television and
radio commercials to the news
media.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins, considered the Republican leader in
the race, was at home in Lexington
Saturday but declined an invitation
.speak about the campaign_ He
said he could not focus on such
issues "while we have American
children, boys and girls in harm's
way" in the Middle East.

Candidates for lieutenant governor
getting funds from different groups

~

JOE ATKINS
Joins

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
Four-Time Consecutive
President's Award Winner
1986- 1987• 1988- 19E19

fi:'
,th money

Coretta Scott King urges Gulf cease-fire
;,asnere
uya.r)
d. on the

cc

L

..,rgent short terrr
The Highest Honor A
Ford Dealer Can Achieve

Joe Atkins,51,a native ofPuryear,Tn., hasjoined the
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
Joe, a graduate of Puryear High &hool, brings with
him 28 years ofexperience in the West Tennessee area.
Joe started selling Ford products after being discharged from the, army in 1962.
The son of Taylor and Lela Wilson Atkins, Joe is
married to the former Shelby Davis of Fulton, Ky. and
has two children, Gene of Los Angeles and Kim, a
graduate student at MSU.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Joe joins Nick
Ryan, Ron Wright, Larry McCully, Rodger Mayer,
Thomas Jones, Dwight-McDowell and Joe Rowland on
the dealerships sales Staff.
We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to
our business. They have helped us win the President's
Award for customer satisfaction for the fourth year in a
row,- David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 63rd year in business, we invite
you to call on Joe.or any one of our award winning sales
staff. Joe is happy to be back close to home and old
friends and will be glad to help you find a new or used
vehicle or to assist you with any questions or problems
you may have.
,Strice 1928
I FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
MERCURY

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
LINC014

New Ideas Frans The Area's Most Experienced Dealer

701 Main Street, Murray

753-5273

and "miscalculation" about raising
!7,,r71 chiropractors and Barren
Coiintrons. -hut his fund- raising _money during a U.S. Senate, Q•ampaign. said Corns' spokesman. Bill
_slowed M the last quarter of 1990.
Steve*Collins of -Versailles, son
Weronka.
"Hopefully, we're going to raise
lorn-u.sr Gov. Martha Layne Col
money to make up the difference in
:m.s. relied mainly on the Lexingthe coming months.— Weronka
ton area and his mother's. ass(Kisaid. "Ray's spent a lot of time
ales lie ran fourth in fund-raising,
talking ,to people. not raising
with his retatiYely late -starting
money...,
Larnpaign beginning the year v.ith
Corns did set one standard for
balance of $100.1A)4.
the race, by listing all his contribuHouse Speaker Pro Tem Pete
tors. no matter how small. "Ile
Worthington of Lwing had difficulthinks if they give, it shou1d be
ty expanding his financial ',base
reported." Weronka said. "Ile's
much beyond. Fleming and nearby
got nothing to hide.''
counties 'Worthington, who spent
Candidates must report to the
more than he raised in each of the
Kentucky Registry of Election
last two quarters of 1990: had a
FinanLe the names, addresses and.
Jan I balance of S5,614.
occupations. of those who give
Trailing the pack in fund raicing
more than S.100.
was former Circuit Judge Ray
Some people and political-action
Corns of Frankfort, who is running
oirnintrees gave money to more
ins first statewide race. Corns
than one candidate. Lexington
reported a year-end balance of
hanker Tracy Farmer, a former
S4.923 and year-end debts ot
state Democraiie chairman, gave
••').(,60.
Corns' campaign finance prob- S4.000 to Collins and S2.000 each
lems were caused by his "naivete" to Cowan and Worthington.

.!n:ight the holiday
., )av were the 22nd
service at
..;:lcrC King and his
so-pastors. and a
parade and march of
enra..ion up Peachtree Street.
• •noring King was sche....
„ in Helena, Mont. MonArvona and New Hampshire
thr oniy. states where his birth<E .-.rat a paid state holiday.
Po..1 s:hger Paul Simon said he
donate at ,1-east S15,000 in
his concert in Phoe.
night to Arizona's
•V
get a paid King holiday.
federal holiday brought
the streets in Blacksburg,
N.Y., on Sunday,
::.ey were greatly •outnumbered
° reins advocates.

Michelson's
will be closed for
inventory all day
Tuesday, Jan. 22nd.
We will be open
Wednesday, Jan. 23rd
regular hours.

About 500 people taunted 30 Ku
Klux Klan members who marched
in Blacksburg surrounded by more
than 200 police officers.
At the State Capitol in Albany. a
handful of Klan members we
pelted with snowballs and eggs
when they showed up to for krally
planned to protest the holiday. The
rally never took place. Two
counter-demonstrations attracted an
estimated 1,500 ople.
In Newark, N.F. Randall Robinson, executive 'rector of the
.TransAfrica lob y organization,
said the U.S. war against Iraq is
rooted in the kind of racial inequality King fought.
Robinson said it is "a war disproportionately black, disproportionately Hispanic and disproportionately poor — a war declared by
a government that is disproportionately white and disproportionately
wealthy.''
In Atlanta, Mrs. King appealed
to a packed audience at the
Ebenezer sanctuary "to become
involved in working to stop this
war."
"The end of the cold war should
have brought a peace dividend in
the form of a greater federal investment in human development," she
said.
She cited esti''ItiateS the Gulf war
this year will cost more than $140

6 a.m.-10 p.m
Daily
RestzLiyort 12tti & Sycamore

-v

billion, money needed for education and job training.

Service
Notes
Army Staff Sgt. Donnie Senf has
been decorated with the Meritorious Service Medal.
The medal is awarded for outstanding non-combat meritorious
achievement for service to the
United States.
He is a cannon crewman at Fort
Richardson, Alaska.
A .19S1 graduate of Farmington
High School, he is the 'son of Don
Senf of Murray and grandson of
Marjorie Church of Tucson, Ariz.
Pfc. Sean J. Pcmwell has completed the equipment records and parts specialist course at Fort Lee,
Petersburg, Va.
During the course, he learned
manual and automated procedures
for supply of repair parts and main-tenance of equipment .records in
support of unit readiness at direct
and general support levels.
A 1990 graduate of Fort Knox
High School. he is the son of Dan
R. and Linda K. Pcmwell of Ri 5,
Murray.

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 1 1.
753-8080- Pvt. Party Room Available
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Mairay Ledget Se Times

Callowafteunty Essay, Poster
contest winners announced

found in the home such as linoThough the use of lead in paints
leum, crumbling plaster, peeling
has been greatly restricted an
paint or the backing off some nonthough leaded gasolines cannot
skid rugs.
now be purchased except for rare
_ Effecia_v_en_ess
_trial:mutt
exceptions, lead poisoni-ng - remains
the most frequently diagnose_d.toxt:-. : depends_largely on early diagnosis
and the level of damage already
cological problem in veterinary
done. The more extensive and promedicine.
longed the injury, the less effective
It has been reported in virtually
treatment will be.
all domestic animals and several
Best treatment is preventive.
species of zoo animals.
Check fields and barns for places
It is seen most commonly in
were potentially dangerous items
cattle and hogs, perhaps because of
may be stored. Be careful to distheir indiscriminate eating habits
pose of used motor oil and batteries
and relative susceptibility to lead.
in recommended ways. If your
Less often is it seen in swine, goats
barns are painted with lead based
and chickens
perhaps because of
paint, keep animals away or apply
their resistance. Nor is it often seen
a repellent to keep them away from
in cats, perhaps because of their
fastidious eating habits. Wild
the paint.
ducks, however, have been diagIn the home, remember that the
nosed as having lead poisoning
same things that expose your pet to
because of eating shotgun pellets.
lead are also exposing your child to
Young animals seem to be more
the same levels of lead. Your counseverely affected than older anity agent and sometimes your local
mals, and some animals are more
poison control center, if you have
'sensitive to lead poisoning than
one, can help you locate potential
others.
sources of lead and tell you how to
Signs may vary. In cattle, signs
remove or neutralize them.
usually begin two to three days
Your veterinarian can coach you
after ingesting a fatal dose, and the
on protecting your animals from
animals may bellow, stagger, show
exposure to lead, and alsO explain
maniacal excitement, appear to be
to you what signs to watch for if
blind and run .into things. These
your animals are developing lead
may be mixed with periods of
poisoning. Mild _cases have been
depression, circling and leaning
successfully treated and controlled.
and pushing on objects. Muscle
but promptness is essential.
twitching may be present along
with grinding of lath.'
r
Poisoning may be caused by
either chronic dosages or acute
dosages. Cattle and sheep acquire
chronic dosages by eating contaminated forage '(sometimes from
On Jan. 22. at the Callowa‘
smelters and mining operations)
County High School Ag Clasroorn
and the level accumulates until it
at 7 p.m.. the third in a series of
culminates in. convulsions and
nine classes will he devoted to
death.
techniques used in the raising of
Acute levels often come from
more Lrop, on the same acreage_
cows ingesting paint, plates from
Toni Roscoe. general manager of
storage batteries, grease and used
Meadow. Produce. will present an
motor. oil.
in-depth reYiew on how grower.
Horses show a characteristic
and gardcners are increasing the
: syndrome including loss of appeyields ot their plots by up to 41
tite, weight loss, dePression, muspercent \A,'thou: increasing land
cular weakness, stiff joints, diarusage
rhea, laryngeal paralysis and someNew methods have been devised
times anemia.
primarily to reduce the use of ferInitial signs in dogs include
tilizers ic.nd other chemicals. 1 he
anorexia, colic and either constipabottom line ts, ies'. ;and usage. This
tion or diarrhea, short seizures,
should he an etinghtning evening
muscular spasms and hysterical
of information.
barking.
The _public 'is iny Red to this and
Dogs may ingest an acute level
all classes. For .more information
of lead by swallowing large lead
call 43-6-5888. Anyone interested
objects such as a curtain weight, a
in growing crops commercially.
fish sinker or a shotgun slug: should call the same
number as
Chronic levels are usually traced to
reserved planting windows are ingesting .materials commonly
being filled rapidly.

Third of 9 produce
classes set for
CCHS on Jan. 22

Rachelle Bandarra and Kristen
Kopperud, students at Calloway
Cminty High School and Carter
Elementary, were the diwict w ri
ners in the Calloway County LsQy
and Poster contest. respectively
Pic winning ess J- ,. and poster
have been NuhtnItted 1 or the state
championship in Louisville "I he
essay contest was sponsored h‘ the
-Louisville ---Conrief lottrnaL-ILick* A SsOc4iii-1-4411-44-0444W-r-v-a-N-4444—
Districts, Kentucky Department of
Education and the Calloway Connty Conservation District.
First place essay schotI A•hi ,•7•'s
were: Rachelle liandarra. Caihwac
High, Thomas Ri.i.ter, CaHow.iy
Middle, and Amanda 11.1•.
Murray Middle.
Second place school
were . James Robert Wood I .1
;
way County 11:eN Schoof.
Rose, Callow or Middle: and K,
ha Bennett. Murray M:kidlc
'I bird place sc hoc] w tither, 'AC'
Jodinna Dawn Mc('
High, Mac Rae Colcnin„(
Middle: and Ane,H.: 1 airH ,. .•
Murray Middle
First place poster
were: Seth (ir;wan
Elementary: P
allow ac
Hughes. Not,
\pril
Kristen

S.

. Joseph Harris, Robert,on 1.1ernentaryf and Brian Sinclair,
11urrav
Sc
rd place school winners
:re Josh Aiderdice, East Calloay Elementary. Mitch Lilly.
CJII0Way Elementary:
nnw ay North calloway
. Uhl Herndon, CalloBrian 11 Settle, Car+-.!------Eflementttry• Afire Hunt
/a he h
\l,iirayMddle
!turd çhiic e school winners were:
•han K inc. East Calloway
1.!,:inernar‘, Glen I immons, South',est Callow aNi Elementary; LaDon
na Boren, North Calloway Elementary; Lori Farley, Calloway
Jearlyn Martin, Carter
Elementary. Erica Trenholm.
Roherison, and Nat:e
N1a7ra‘ Middle
1 lie Sc h(N)I1
Ith the (ugliest
numher of entries in the poster contest were North, Southwest and
East El&riiittarty schools with MO
percent participation.
Awards will he presented to the
firs; place school winners and the
counts winners at the ('allow ay
Co.unty Conservation 1./4stiri4rt's
Annual Awards Dinner to he held
on Monday night, March ii. at the
seven Seas Restaurant.
Second and third place w:nhers

Kristen Kopperud, center, had thc
poster contest for Calloway Couritl.
Bill Kopperud. Pictured with Koppci
teacher, and Faye Beyer, fourth vi
School.

.ter in it* conservation
ii,iiivhter of Mr. and MN.
If unit
It- led DOlson, art
ii•i h. 1,4 F.Ienient.ary

t:or.mn

PADUCAH LIVESTOCk MARKET
attle:.41- 1 Calves .1,c:or:Tared
..ist week. Slaughter ste,'-rs
••eifers untested, Cow S
•:2ar steady, calves
.ntested, feeder s,A.'er.;
heifers 1.00-3.00 :ower.
Slaughter cows: hreaking u•:.
2-3 44,15-47.50,
utilitti 1-2 42.00.4r. ,
.37.50-47.00
Slaughter •
l520-172
;Ass
kieders: steers: (tic
large No. 1 26 5
55.00-1 1 ? -5 0.
97.11)11)5.) I. few.
400-5001b. 57.50-1 ,
lb. 85.00-94.5.0, h0H-Tu
M0.00-59.50, medium No
00-5001h. 85.00-93.00. large
2 170Ib. 1.12.00, 200-2x5
97.00-101.00, 540ft). 74.00, s••
f.;0 00-8f,
.S0-4X01h.
No.
Heifers, medium all!
tot!
22514.
S3.00-S9.00, individual bs
400-500lb. 54.00-57.50. in,;
9200., 500-6001h.
600-700Ih. 75.00-77.50, trod:
No. 2 300-500lb. 50.1.10-X6.00

- (0-77.14

N,

5201-h

r

•

,.,. and calves: large No
,%.:c No. 2 660.00-790.00
:900 lb.. Calves at side.
cows: medium' No. 1
ftfi
00 with seven year and
•!:ffs bred.
•
large No. 1 1040 lb.
lb 61 00.

Rachelle Bandarra, center, had Ow v.,. fling essay in the conser%atimi
essay contest for Calloway County. tifii. Is the dauebter of Mr. and MN.
George Bandarra. Pictured with
ria are from left: Jamie Potts,
agriculture teacher. and Jerry intr% I
'pal ' -01.,w ay County
School.

JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE
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Republic now has a convenient drive-up automated
teller machine(ATM). Combine that with a Republic checking
or savings account(like our no fee Carefree Checking)and
you can get cash in a flash, 24 hours a day.
Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you acctss to
your money locally and around the world

All Different Merchandise
On Tables

Dt

Now Thru Saturday, January 26

Affiliated with the state-wide lirputific group of hanks and financial serthce companies,
Bagdad•Hellion•Bowling Greens lizabothtown•Frankfort*Lexington•lAlutsville• Mayfield
M urra ysowensboro•Pad uca h *Shelby ville

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
Hours: M-F 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
.
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Sticking around

Mild lupus should be monitored
would

By Peter H. Gen. M.D.

such

therapy

require

as

cortisone

DEAR DR GOTT My doctor says I
have borderline lupus He didn t tell
me what to do for it, and I'm very
worried Can you fill me in'
DEAR READER Lupus is one of
several autouruntme diseases, when
for unknown reasons. people become
allergic to their own normal tissues
This causes Inflammation in various
body organs. including pints lungs
lymph glands and kidneys
Like any other disease lupus can be
mild or severe In the former, there
are few if any symptoms However
blood tests show anti-nucleus antibodies proteins that indicate the immune
system Is forming compounds against
the body s cells Severe cases of lupus
oo the other band, are marked by
painful arthritic rash and chest pain.
shortness-of-breath, swollen glands
and renal malfunction-jilts most advanced form lupus is fatal
I conclude from your question that
you probably have had a positive
blood test for lupus. without any
symptoms This situation is quite
common and requires no treatment
However your health should be monitored regularly with blood tests for
worsening kidney function l because
your mild form could, in time, progress to a more serious disorder that

Mild lupus usually remains relatively inactive for years, it can become progressive however under
three circumstances pregnancy infection or reactions to drugs
especially antibiotics Therefore preg
nant women with mild lupus must
have particularly close rirdical su
pervision (with cortisone treatment if
the condition worsensi, and infections
must be vigorously treated with care
because of the possibility of an aller
gic reaction to the drugs used
Your doctor probably failed to in
form you more fully of the disease be
cause nothing needs to be done for it
at this time Nevertheless I think you
should return to him or hen for a
more complete explanation of lupus
this information would remove much
you are
of the apprehension

numbness on one side walks with a
limp and is in a great deal of pain al
ter four months What should we expect regarding possible recovery'

DEAR READER Brown-Sequard s
syndrome is a permanent neurological abnormality that follows injury to
the spinal cord, during which part of
the cord is severed The condition ismarked by paralysis and pain on the
same side as the Injury, coupled with
numbness and loss of temperature
sensation on the other side The syndrome is untreatable
However -your husband can be
helped by an intense program of rehabilitation including physical therapy,
psychologica: counseling and pain
control twith analgesics or from A.
pa in clinic

experiencing
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

DR. GOTT

Report 'Lupus The Great Imitator
Other readers who would like a cops
should send $I 25 with their names
and addresses to PO Box 91369
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure t,
mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT M husband h..
been told he is suffering from Brown
Sequard s syndrome He still ha

PETER
GCYrT. M D

NIurravan Paul Buchanan looks orer walking sticks on exhibit at the Calloway County Public Library, as
he talks with .A1 be r t Sperath, left and Larry Hackley, curator of the "Sticks" exhibition.

Burnette: more worried about family

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
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'In the long run, it might make
me a better person, although I can't
see that right now. I've spent a lot
of time in my life trying to help
people and work for people. I. never dreamed when I got involved in
politiCs that anything like this
would happen.
"The reason I'm going through
impeachment is that I haven't got-

ten a fair shake from the beginning
from the judge, the commonwealth
attorney or the press," Burnette
said.
Burnette was convicted in January 1990 of felony theft for adding
an employee to the state payroll 20
-days *before stic-be-g an- wnrking Ate was sentenced to a year in prison
and fined S1,500.
lie was allowed to remain tree
while the state Supreme Court considered his appeal. His conviction
was upheld .earlier this month.
In an unrelated, case. Burnette
-aias convicted laStl,March
for billing the state for an a,::
trip he took after witimr.1: the
November 1987 election. hut
before he took -oflice. That casc is
pending before the
.r.
of Appeals.
In still,another Lase, tlx
stoner pleaded guilty last
Woodford Distrfti
charge of driving while
Burnette w;is fined- S25() ,111',11t1[
.
his driver's license.
Burnette confirmed that he
declined a plea bargain agreement
in the first theft case. Under the
offer from Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton, Burnette• would
have had to resign and plead guilty
to a misdemeanor for which he
would have been fined.
"I v..buld resign in i minute II I
was guilty, hut this whole attar
has been d put-up deal from the
beginning to get me out of of!ice."
he said.
"I felt confident from the begii-;fling that I'd he found innocent, or
1 would have taken the deal. I
didn't get a fair trial and the evidence wasn't there to convict me. I
think the justice- system has been
abused."
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says he's more worried about his
family's suffering .than his own.
"This has been very difficult,
more so on my family than me,"
Burnette said in an interview with
the Paducah Sun before he began
serving his one-year prison sentenrct-."My.family- doesn't -deserve this, they've been good citizens
and have believed in this country
too long to see their son go to
3 PACK
-prison."
Burnettc's parents live in Fulton.
just be glad when it is over
"I'll
MICROWAVE
with-and 1 can get back to western
Kentucky and be with my family,"
Burnette said.
In a copyright story in Sunday's
editions of the newspaper, Burnette
-maintained his innocence. repeated.
his intention not to resign from
office and expressed concerns
. !!.`91:=1111PPr...adaa...
about the hardships endured by his
family.
CIOSSTS
"This hasn't been easy on my
wife and kids either or on. my
EXTRA.STRENGTH
grandchildren." said Burnette, who
turned himself in at the Franklin
County Regional Jail in . Frankfort
CAPLETS
early Saturday.
"I just want to get this behind
me and get back to a more normal
fe. I'll serve my time and do what
the court orders me to do: I have
viCKS
that obligation, even though I feel
NYOUIL
NIGHTIME
the courts are wrong. They've conCOLD
victed an innocent man.

t•RANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Jailed Kentucky Agriculture Commisioner Ward "Butch" Burnette
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'Dances With Wolves' receives
three Golden Globe Awards
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
- "Dances With Wolves" won
three trophies at the 1991 Golden
Globe Awards. The mob movies
-TIT Godfather Part 111" and
-GoodFellas" were shut out
despite receiving 12 nominations
between them.
The ceremony's usually festive
mood was dimmed considerably
Saturday night by the Persian Gulf
war, Instead of enjoying their victories backstage, some award recipients criticized U.S. foreign
policy.
"Superpowers have no business
lighting,— said Jeremy Irons, winner of the best dramatic actor
award for his depiction of Claus
Von Bulow in "Reversal of
Fortune."
"It's very depressing," said
James Gamer, who won for best
TV movie actor in "Decoration
Day.''
Security at the black-tie ceremony was far stricter than normal.

I

Guests passed through metal detectors and bomb -sniffing dogs
inspected the papparazzi. Guards
were stationed at every door.
Kevin Costner, in his debut
behind the camera for "Dances
With Wolves," was named best
director. Other awards for the western. which also starred Costner.
were best dramatic movie and best
screenplay for Michael Blake. "The Godfather Part III" was
the most nominated film by the
voters of the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association with seven selections, and "GoodFellas" had
earned five, but both came up
empty.
While not as prestigious as the
Academy Awards, the Golden
Gldbes historically establish
momentum for Oscar hopefuls.
Last year, "Born on the Fourth
July" won the most Golden Globes
with four and also received one
Academy Award.

LAST CHANCE
1991 Sergers at
1990 Prices
Model 784
Sug. Retail $849
Our Price

$499
a

Sewing Machine Co

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reldland, Ky.
898-7301 or 1-800-699-U8EW
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Hopkins, Republican gubernatorial candidate
postpones campaign kick off in Graves County

H. Walton FIolifield
Funeral rites for H. Walton Holifield, father of Mrs. Marie Taylor
of Murray, were Sunday at 2 p.m.
at First Christian Church, Brook port, Ill., where he was a member.
The Rev. Ken Peterson
officiated.
Burial was in Pell Cemetery,
Brookport.
Mr. Holifield, 80, of 316 E.
Third St., Brookport, died Thursday at 11:40 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
President emeritus of Down
State'National Bank, Brookport, he
began his banking career in 1946
as a cashier and was named _p_resi-

Mrs. Cova

dent in 1969. He retired in 1976.
The deceased was also a farmer,
former school teacher, and active
in many civic organizations.
One daughter, Ora Holifield, and
one sister, ...Meriam Faughn, preceded him -in death.
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MSU students added to Dean's List
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2600

Young attempts
suicide at home
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GM

Parts

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

641 South

753-2617

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water

U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching
s,„„ 1979 759-1515
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Before the Need Arises. . .

•

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffets
Plus...2 Large Drinks
• _Linch

or Dinner

Only
'Must Present Coupon When Ordenr,g
'Not Good With Any Other Special

Expires Jan 24, 1991

Large 1 -Topping Pizza
'Original Crust
'Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery

Only
'Must Present Coupon When Ordering
'Not Good With Any Other Special
•
•

Expires Jan 24, 1991

Buy Any 15" Large Pizza at Regular
Price, Get Second 15" Large for

Forethought® Funeral Planning

"Up to 1t ems-Original Crust
'Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery

Blalock-Coleman

Expires Jan 24, 1991

Only

'Not Good With Any Other Special
'Must Present Coupon When Ordering
,

Funeral Home, Inc.
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news reporl,

David York

Mrs. Jacqueline
Sue Broach

Iraqi POW treatment denounced
by U.S., Britain, Red Cross
The United States, Britain and
Italy today denounced Iraq's treatment. of captured allied airmen,
with Defense Secretary Dick Cheney comparing it to a war crime
and London urging Red Cross
intervention.
Iraq said today it has captured .
more than 20 allied airmen and
would scatter them among "civilian, economic, education and other
targets.' Baghdad radio did not
specify whether they would be sent
to military sites, as were foreigners
held as "human shields" for several months following Iraq's invasion
of Kuwait.
American viewers today saw for
the first time the images of some of
the seven caytured allied airmen
who were interviewed Sunday on
.
Iraqi TV.
Several of the airmen, who
included three Americans and two
Britons, denounced the war against
Baghdad, but their shaky voices,
frequent pauses and stilted phrases
indicated the statements were made
under duress.
The International Committee of
the Red Cross, responsible for
monitoring the Geneva Convention,
today said putting the prisoners on
TV and moving them to bombing
sites violates the international
agreement on POW treatment,
which Iraq signed.
Cheney said today in Washington that Iraq's treatment of prisoners of war, including the three
Americans, was "a clear violation" of the document.
"It's in effect a war crime and
those people who carry out those
kind of acts would be held accountable," Cheney told CNN.
Britain's chicf of staff, Air Chief
Marshal Sir David Craig, said the

November:
, 41.3
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Mrs. Margaret Schroacler Berry,
Mrs. Margaret Schroader Berry,
83, Rt. 5, Morganfield, died Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Marshall Berry,
died Dec. 13, 1990.
Survivors are one son, Dick Berry and wife, Peggy, Bowie, IsId.;
one sister, Mrs. Mabelle Farmer,
Murray; two grandchildren; two

44

All-trne daily
high 2999 75 on
July 16 and 17

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Virgil C. Lockhart
Virgil C. Lockhart, 70, Hazel
Park, Mich., died Saturday morning
at his home..
A retired toolmaker, he was an,
Army veteran of World War II. He
was a member of Hazel Park Lodge
No. 570 of Free and Accepted
Masons.
One daughter, Rebeeca Lynn
Lockhart, died in 1960, and one
brother, Euel (Bub) Lockhart also
pre-ceded him in death.
Born ,March 21. 1920, at Murray.
he was the son of the late Virgil
Lockhart and Effie Mac Camp
Lockhart.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anna NI. Travis Lockhart, to whom
he was married on Oct. 19, 1943;
two sons, John T. Lockhart, Warren. Mich., and Dennis A. Lock-

4

S Rep. I.arry Hopkins (R-Ky.) Some family members continue to formally kick off his camp
tit LeiLwgton ill not be coming to
with a visit to Graves Count
live in the area and Hopkins had
Graves County next week to make
earlier announced that he would Jan. 22.
a formal announcement of his candidacy for the Kentucky governor's
race, as had been previously
announced.
DeMartino, 129 !vIlinusa La'
Two Murray State University
A spokesman in Rep. Hopkins'
students were inadvertently left off Paducah has also earned recog
Lexington -based campaign head- of
non on the Murray Stare Linivcs
the Dean's Li NI for the 1990 fall
quarters said Thursday aftermxm
Dean's List with a perfect sch,
sernesfer. Gregg Ifelmich and Alithat the congressman had decided
cia DeMartino earned Dean's List tic standing for the 1990
to postpone his planned campaign
status, according to record s from semester:
tour of the state next week because
A total of 1.364 undergra•!..
the data processing office.
he "does not feel it's appropriate"
Helmich, 1511 Diuguid Dr., students with grade point avera
.at this time, in light of the current
C-24, of Murray has earned recog- ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4
activity in Washington, centering
nition on the Murray State Univer- are included on the Dean's 1.:
around the L s auxs: _aautt
- -s7ly Dean's- List
began
-nesday night.
1990 economic slowdown
The congressman's campa..„:.
Two key economic indicators, the Dow industrials and purchasing
spoken= in Lexington did say,
managers index, are down since mid-year peaks
however, that Hopkins would file
his papers to formally enter the
Mow industnal
index
. s
race for his party's gubernator;al
Monthly close.s
Below 50 indicates a decline in
nomination next week. .fte
manufacturing sector while above
Dec. 28 close:
3000 deadhne is fan. 29
indicates growth
50
2629.21
lloplcms. a MicLigan
2900
52
grcv.• up in We,tem Kentut.ky I le
attended sL hiiu in Wingo .ri
50
2800
Gral.es County and
tcr 'Anai
48
rocs Murray State Cniver,..y
2700

Mrs. (ova M. Clark, 72, Rt. 2,
Hazel. died Sunday at 12:35 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of New Providence Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. VerBorn June 12, 1918, in Calloway
na Holifield; three daughters, Mrs.
County, she was the daughter of
Margie Kinzley, Lansing, Mich ,
the late Elbert Lassiter and Effie
Mrs. Mary Rowley, Percy, Ill., and
Holland -Lassiter.
Mrs. Marie Taylor, Murray; two
Survivors are her husband, Ralph
sons, Carl Holifield, Forest, Miss.,
Clark,
to whom she was married on
and Stephen lfolifield, BloomingDec.
19,
1936; two daughters, Mrs.
ton, Ill.; 13 grandchildren; one
Faye
Wells
and husband, Martin,
niece; three nephews_._
Murray, and Mrs-.
husband', Sam, Paducah; three
grandchildren, John Lee, Henderson, Steve Wells, Murray.-and Lori
past alustreous master of Washing- Lee Cain, Paducah.
ton Council No. I of Royal and
Also surviving are eight sisters,
Select Masters; past commander of Mrs. Lora Willis and Mrs. Mahle
Wchh Commandcry No. I K.T.; Hutson, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
presently treasurer-emeritus of Frances Stubblefield, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Masonic Temple Association; and Mrs. Lera 'Anderson and Mrs. Lola
member of Oleika Shrine Temple. Garner, Michigan, Mrs. Elta
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs. Winchester, New Concord, Mrs.
Elizabeth Ann Jasper and husband, Rachel Ritchie, - New York, and
Clyde, Louisville; two grandchil- Mrs. Lois Raspberry, Hazel: one
dren. Amanda E. Williams, Louis- brother, W.D. Lassiter, Hazel.
ville, and Golden Williams of U.S.
She is also survived by five half
Army, Fort McCullen,
sisters, Mrs. Mattie Ann 'I rip
Graveside services will be Wed- Mrs. 1.inda Houston and Mrs. Pegnesday at 2:30 p.m. at Goshen gy Davis. Murray, Mrs. Virginia
Cemetery at Stella. The Rev. Susan Kirks. Rt. 8, Murray, and Mrs. Leta
Als_92:Atkinson will. offjciate.....„ 1.1ash,.Louisyklle; tv0..hall brothers,.
LoS ANGFLFSAAP)
Friends may call at HI. Chur- James Lassiter, [laid l Park, Mich..
Robert Young, best known for
chill Funeral Home after 12 noon and Joe Lassiter, Murray.
caring roles in the popular te.,..•\
on Wednesday. Masonic rites will
mon series "Father Knows Best
She was preceded in death hy
he at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the fun- 1•Ao sisters. Reba Ilatheld and Do!and "Marcus. We!b:..
eral home.
attempted suicide
is
two brothers, George
week ago, sheriff's deputies s
Robert Lassiter and Holland LasSunday.
sisicr, and two half sisters, Delores
hc...h3-year-old actor ran a hose
M;.Dougal and Ruhene Beano.
inside
his car from the exhaust pipe
Services
will
be
at
2
Tuesday
hart. Sterling Height's. Mich.. two
Jan. 12. said Sgt. Denise Jezak- in
sisters. Mrs. Laruc Darnell, May- p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
field. and Mrs. Lorean Poyner and Horne of Murray. John Dale and
Authorities—were alerted by a
husband.- Carl. fsturray. .,one .N,Va-yrie Cox will officiate. Burial
tow
truck service that had been
will
((Wow
in
'Mu'rray
CitY
brother, Robert R. Lockhaft,
called by Young to ,start--his car.
t'ernetei-v.
Calvert City; fiN,•e. grandchildren.
When the driver noticed the hose
Friemis Ma. call at the funeral
he refused to start the car an.:
The funeral will he Wednesday home fry::: 4 to 9 p.m today
culled authorities, Jezak Said
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller • \1,••.
"My. Young had been drir:.
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial
and he
will follow in Spring Creek'
that he had -:
Cemetery..
end his He." Junk salt
Friends may call at the funeral
has had a nistory of depr...—
alcohol sm.
home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m.
Your:
81 -sear-old
Tuesday at the funeral home.
iabeth, was at home at the •
The funeral for Mrs. Jacqueline
the incident, Jeiak said.
Sue Parker Broach was Sunday at 2
The family requests that express— He did state to her he AJ:
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
ions of sympathy he in the form of
to end his life," .. lciak said. "It..
flume of Murray. James Thomason
donations to Southeastern Hospice
she didn' take him scriousfy and
officiated.
Program or Vire Department at
Pallbearers were Michael Sow went to bed."
Haiel Park, Mich.
ash, Robert lyric, Burnett Farley.
The actor voluntarily entered the
Noby Carraway and Steve Carraboasand•Oak's Charter
a nsvehiatric treatment faci.•
way. Burial was in Murray City
Jciak said. It was not know.
Cemetery.
great-grandchildren.
Young remained hospit.a h,
Mrs. Broach. 56, Rt. 3, Calvert
The funeral will be Wednesday
City, died Friday at 11:20 a.m. at Sunday.
Calls to Young's a•i en: eari•y
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Whitsell • Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Funeral Home, Morganfield. Burial
SurviVors are her husband, Char- Sunday went unanswered.
e
will follow in Boxville Cemetery les Broach: five daughters, Mrs.
Young's films include "The
there.
Debra Sue Sowash and husband, Mortal Storm," which co-starred
Michael, Debra Lynn Broach and James Stewart. He starred in the
Friends may call at the funeral Shannon Kay Broach, all of Calvert family comedy "Father Knows
City, Mrs. Barbara Rhodes and
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Best" from 1954 to 1963, andporhusband, Dwayne, Belton, and Ms. !rayed a dedicated doctor in — MarCatherine Young, Princeton; one cus Welhv, M.D." from 1969 to
1976.
cirt, Garry Wayne Broach and
wife, Martha, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Sylvia Sanders, ElizabethNOTICE
town: one brother, Billy Thomas
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
Parker, Florence, S.C.; 10 grandGRAVEL AND DIRT
children; one great-grandchild.
K&K
STUMP REMOVAL
Iraqi tactic of moving the prisoners
Mechanically Removed
to strategic sites would not deflect
Isrniasik,
24" Deep. Free Estimates
at I, oollwr %Alm
the allied air assault. Italy also
Treated Cross Ties
denounced the Iraqi move.
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or
British Foreign Secretary Dou435-4319 Bob Kemp ,Jr.
glas Hurd today dismissed as
nonsense a statement by the Iraqi
ambassador in Paris, Abdul Razzak
al-Hashivi, that only prisoners
acknow-aged by the allies would
be treated according to the Geneva
convention.
"Stop playing that kind of foolery, respect any prisoners you may
have," Hurd said in a BBC radio
interview, adding he had requested
Red Cross intervention. ,
The allies list 21 airmen, 12 of
them Americans, are listed as missing'in action. The Iraqis claim to
have shot down more than 150
allied planes, while the allies say
only 16 planes have been lost since
the war began Thursday.
U.S. networks today showed
footage of the captured airmen,
showing several with swollen
faces, two with bruises, one of
.them with cuts on his forehead and
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
eyes. It was unclear how the injuries occurred.
Ask US About
The captives — three Americans,
two Britons. an Italian and a
Kuwaiti — spoke stiffly and haltingly, and some appeared as though
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
they were reading from statements
prepared for them.
"I condemn this aggression
against peaceful Iraq," said Warrant Officer Guy Hunter Jr., 39.
"I think our leaders and our people have wrongly attacked the
peaceful people of ?fay," said
Navy Lt. Jeffrey N. Zaun, 28.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
The third American, identified as
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
Marine Lt. Col. Cliff Acrcc, hesitated after giving a rank and first
name.

Otho Franklin Ward
Otho Franklin Ward, 84, of Lexington, formerly of Callowa
County, died Saturday in
Lexington.
Born Oct. 20, 1906, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Rufus Ward and Dora Waterficld
Ward.
His .wife, Mrs. Louctta Gregory
Ward, also preceded him in death.
lie was a retired maintenance
superintendent of State; Highway
Department, former deputy tax
assessor, and former owner and
operator of a service station, all at
Lexington.
Mr. Ward was a past ,master of
'Lexington- T,Odge No. 1- Free and
Accepted Masons; past grand high
priest of Grand Chapter of Kentucky of F&A.M.; past master of
Chapter I of Royal Arch Masons,
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE. IOW W0tFF
Surgeons must be very careful
i'hen the take the knife'
'nderneath their fine incisions
stirs the Culprit —
Emily Dickinson

1-11 A
NORTH
•K 7
•K Q 7 2
•7 2
4A K 6 5 3

EAST
WEST
•Q4
•J 10 8 5
With three sure stoppers in the •J 10 98
•5 4 1
nemy s suit, does it matter where •K 6 5
*A 43
iuth wins the first trick" Before •Q 2
•J 10 9 8 7
nswering that question ask yourSOUTH
elf a more important one 'How do
•A 9 6 3 2
make sure of three diamond
•A 6
inners"•Q J 10 9 8
Today's declarer was very care+4
.ss He won the first heart with his
Vulnerable
Both
ee and started the diamonds All
Dealer North
Aould have been well had a defendThe bidding
Vice-the twat 44.unund, however.
West
South
North East
ley both ducked and South was in
1•
Pass
Pass
1•
rouble West took the second diaPass
2 NT
Pass
2•
iond and led a second heart and
Pass
Pass
Pass
3 NT
nith could not recover He could
Opening lead Heart jack
his spade ace to establish the dimonds. but he had no way back to
LEAD WITH THE ACES
ish them His maximum take was
2t
11N eight tricks, and the defenders
South holds
•A J 8 5 2
1t)0 points
•A 10 5 3
It s another story if the first heart
•8 6
won in dummy and a diamond is
49 7
_al_ It doesn t matter whether the
,efenders duck South retains two
North
West
South
East
ore entries in the major suits and
Pass
Pass
Pass
3•
issures himself of three diamond
ANSWER: Club nine Against part.inners against any defense
score contracts it s not a good time
When planning to win tricks in to lead an ace Better to wait Your
our best suit. be careful of your en- side rates to be on lead often
-ies There's nothing as piteous as a
.eclarer ready to cash an estab- Send bridge qui-stares to The Ace. PO Box
11143 Dallas Texas 75225 wok wit sactressed
--itted - suit but with no means of stamped
envelope for reply
upryg*
t mted roc.re Sradrc•te
-twig to it

eLASEVIEDS

Help
WM'S

Notice

Nabs

CANCER
INSURANCE

,4k-4

LEARIV TO WAVE
TRACTOR-TRAiLER
STAN, 14* AAM

No ape ante b apply It
your present policy is
over 10 yews old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
sudi as chernother
epy For tree ontorms
bon call

00 "WOW 4!i4•
111* CC4

ALLIANCE
01.111.101. lb

NOTICE

tires for disposal.
has
This action
been necessitatx.d
due to new Ky
Solid Waste Man-

Jerry LicConneii
Insurance

753-4199

1-800-334-1203

101..4 C1•110, 1141•VYS.

lease For Less at
DArAiN TAYLOR
CNE'VROLET
S be,aoe F
:awl 1.7;4'4 $3:5p •to •
C
Gene at 153.2617
Tam 1,4. 4 1...ce•se
1.0 CIOV115 Eno tease

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins]

Make a
clean
sweep
" with
classified

.
4 AT

E
4
7
,311'.
.

-ERE -

FEDERAL Government is
hiring $16,500 $62,000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901)642 1416
FOR complete home busi
ness opportunities send
SASE and $300 to P0
Box 6029 Murray, Ky
42071

FMT3LE OUR DE.

7 'n Learn this trade, we
nitractions parts
•.
enrei•ntey

Immediate

opening
for experienced grill
cook, Apply in person.
Majestic Royale
Holiday Inn
641 So., Murray

I,;

i• New Year in
r ee career Call
A,iy 75? 0171 In
rie• a.ea
'ble Be your
C•1.1` gift with
"

NEED private home care
taker Variety of hoers
Call
$4hr
to start
753 2295

ere eA'''ON cook wait
up person at
1 I'd country store

Call and place your ad today!

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

THE FAR SIDE

Immediate full time/
part time RN & LPN
posaons open in
medical/surgical "
areas Salary to commensurate with experience Call Community
Hospital,
Mayfield. Ky. 502247-5211 Ext. 130,

ranffirt11:11
"sAPC ELG) :AN

'I m afraid it s bad news. Mr Griswold .. The lab
results indicate your body cavity is stuffed with a

REACH iT

I R. Food
Mart
Now accepting
applications for
part-time help.
Apply in person
4th & Chestnut,
Murray.

NOW HIRING
Manager
assistant manager, and at
tendants for gas and con
vermence store Reply to
PO Box 1040J, Murray Ky
42071

NURSES

1E E'L TwE COOKIE. 4.1AR ON TOP
T.41 REFRIGERATOR woERE

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job/ A
GED"' Hope for the future')
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16
21 Wa are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTP A
Call J T PA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a .m 11 30a m

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District
Health Department has
r/A!-.t be quick on
ng to
public health nurse openings in McCracken and Cal
' L4'rsoii
loway Counties Also an
Gras
PHONE SALES Earn extra opening exists for a regisi
cash doing full time or part toted nurse to provide
time. day or evening phone scheduled clinical services
sales No experience and specialty communic.7 1 0.3 1LL..r
necessary Cheerful posi
able disease services
tive personality heip!,_,! throughout the area -Full.
1,1 1
•I 6 Ideal for student home
time and alternate work
mikers arid retirees S.4r,iry schedules will be consid
pee. •nceritlye toreeii,e
ered Generous,,fringe ben
7f, •
efts and holidays 10% sal
PROGRAM COORDINA- ary increase in first year of
employment Salary based
TOR OF NURSING Re
hound;no a nationally . on education experience
prominent rehabilitation and level of responsibility
cereoration is seeking a Transcripts and completed
'cram Coordinator of applications required Re
sumes cannot substitute for
Nursing for its 40 bed free
applications,. which may be
sland,ing rehabilitation fa
secured at any Health Cen
cility located in Martin
Responsibilities include the ter For more information
By GARY LARSON
ianing coordination and contact Sharon Godec.
,pn
Nursing 0-rector. at
reanagement of a 30. em
5 0 2 4 4 4 9625
reoyee Nursing depart
r
- en! B S from an accre
247.1490 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
fed school of rursing re
qeired Minimum of five
years healthcare experi(
pek,ple
ence including three years
nuc,I.,1 fie lexihkiii riling,
.rehatilitation experience
114 ,13‘
ah, 41 13
and two years experience
in supervision of protes
tr,etulo, "flux. Jer“,
sional nursing services Ex
S4,1-,r and up , plus
reelent salary and benefits
h,nuses (-ill Debbi,:
package Please contact or
121:1
submit resume to Susan
Heath Program Director
Cane Creek Center 180 Mt
HEALTH
la Road PO Box 1026
INSURANCE
n TN 38237 +901)
PROFESSION A LS
4231 FAX (.901)
• NEEDED
'16 E
E

Clews out your closets and bai.ernent with 3
classified ad. It's a great Na) to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money

Li.1140
NE'S ALWAY5
iLOWEN THE BU5\
NipINEr
t. DOES 4E WANT' KNOW' COE,I'LL BET
AROUNC
ONE OF TNEm
LEAVES THEIR
LUNCN BY -NE
CURB

DRIVERS and inside per
sonnet needed for restaur
ant Apply in person Classic
Diner's Central Shopping
Center Murray between
10am 4pm

f.4rtay Ky 42071

agement Regu!aEton, adopted' in
1990. The City is
currently attempting to identify alternate means of
tire disposal and
will notify area residents as soon as a
solution has been
identified

753-1713

.
•

se_

2 PO_i iONS Assistan
-.wager for new auto parts
• ei eith heavy emphasis
•
-hop paints and
4,,I (I'- Experience a
-est Good math skills re
.ired Alsdedelivery driver
iieded Must know area
eel, and have excellent
-.yin) record Salaries
..,emensurate with expert
eie Send resumes and
ra4.,5 of driving records
A‘',AP to PO Box 1040H

Effective January
15, 1991, the City
of Murray Landfill
will no longer he
able to accept used

the

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

INEXPENSIVE
PROFITABLE

tasty. bread-like substance •
t

TO MARKET
ot.TSTANDING
NEW MAJOR
MEDICAL
PRODUCT
We offer:
*Top commissions.
+Six months commission advance on submitted APP business.

+Leads available
+NO association dues
or fees.
+Free Major Medical
and Life Insurance for
you and your family.
(Must qualify.)

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

+A.M. Best A+c
Superior rated company.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

'FITSTIMMIMMI

-THIS STHE

GENERAL.
I NEED
50
,
A EONE
TO CLEAN
MY OFFICE

-E5 10...0
1,-.EESES,RGE2

I'm SORRY. THE NUMBER
YOU HAVE REACHED 16

+Convention
trips.
(Must qualify.)
+Unlimited income

soup
34 Split
35 Hebrew
letter
36 A Streetcar Named

1 Junction
5 Festive
9 Health
resort
12 Sea eagle
13 Short jacket
'14 Cat s loot
15 Meaningless
17 1980 Jac*
Lemmon film
19 Repaired
21 War god
22 Word of
sorrow
24 Platoon
director

rOrrflCr

ma,I

rig

4
-3r!
j
1
c
m..,tuaaf kiecierendt
4
442
64 S

11 .P A

TORAH
'U.T E
DATE
N:E:T.S
eTRAP
A
S PAT TER
. .
LO

48 Mountain
nymph
51 A Barber
52 Decays
54 Jason s ship
55 Affirmative
56 Church part
5; Piver
f3eie. Jr,

25 River island
26 Small child
27 Mighty
29 -Belvedere'
31 individual
32 Alternative
word
33 Spselberg

Hip- CN"A'RE

If you are interested in
an unparalleled opportunity for career
growth in the Health
Industry,
Insurance
call.

D I *G
DtE.
E'R.

SERI

Ronnie Taylor
.502-781-7270
9 a.m.-12 Noon
502-749-5404
12 Noon-5 p.m.

A L PSA T
..

P. iLE
.
S TUPID
E .M. I •T

•

DOWN
1 Des*
2 Sac astrv

3 Enliven
4 Apportions
5 Evigan ID
6 Bear witness
7 TVs
McGarrett
8 Southern
blackbird

9

10

THE PHANTOM

5

potential.
+Vested renewals.

ONAGER
DOUBLE
•'
P E.S 0,
A A:R.0.N
'A T

U5

U

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write
SO, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710

Jet forth

Top of head
11 inspires with
wonder
16
garde
18 Badger
20 Jim Morrison
group
22 Above and
touching
23 The
Ranger
25 Poker stake
27 Bard
28 Uncanny
29 Flesh
30 Evaluate
34 Supplications
36 Wet
37 Small
islands
39 Rewards
41 Wander
42 Agile
43 A
Grows
in Brooklyn
44 Support
45 Negative
47 Macaw
49 Mature
50 Click beetle
53 Compass
point

WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray
(190

Skuation
Wwitad
BABYSITTING in my
home
References
759-4490
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expen
ence References supplied
435 4146
RESPONSIBLE 20yr old
will babysit in your home
Mon Fri nigfits Call
753-9713

13,J
For Sale
Or Trade
1978 FIREBIRD needs motor work Trade for pickup
guns or shop equipment
753-7300

.

1
•

•

eineareserre.eee

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 SO

E OPEN
job/ A
he future')
if 'You do
ED or high
'You are
is of 16 &
O E This
id by the
ky Private
I JTPA
Of School
378.

CASH for mobile home ax
les and tires We will re
move 527 9063
USED and antique turn,
ture. glass, tools quilts
901 642 6290

epting
Is for
help.
mrson
!stnut,

NURSES
• District
merit has
urse open
Lin and Cal
Also an
for a regtso provide
al services
communicservices
area -Full
.nate work
be consid
fringe ben
is 10% sal
first year of
llary based
experience
sponsibility
completed
luired Re
ubstitute for
liCh may be
kiealth Cen
information
Godec.
at
ectsr
or
625
)UAL OP
MPLOYER

Articles
For Sale
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Appiancos
KENMORE large capacity
washer/dryer Excellent
condition Just moved,
doesn't fit area $425 pair
Call 753 1900 evenings

Horns
Furnishings
25" ZENITH color TV
753 9930

711 PULLMAN colonial
couch, chair, good quality
$100 Sealy posturepedic
lull mattress set with frame,
$150 Coffee & 2 end
tables, dark finish $60 2
APRICOT F 10 computer
brass lamps $25ea
Hard disk drive includes
753-2243
Lotus 1 23 word star, pro
write, gem disk top micro DARK green floral couch
soft pak, $500, 52" ceiling Good quality Price $50
fan with light $50, Tandy 753 3895
1000, 256K with lots of
program, $300, Emerson TWO 2 piece livingroom
home stereo turntable AM/ suits Call after 6pm
FM and tape deck $75 759 4562
753 8809
WATERBED super single
bookcase headboard
Chemicals, pad and heater
FILE cabinets 2-four
$175 753 4359 after 3pm
drawer metal, excellent
shape, $75ea 753 1206
180
before 5pm or 759 1020
Sewing
after 6pm

Machines

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG -

1990 SINGER open arm

BURN'S CANDY IS BACK sewing machine Zig zag
IN MURRAY. Charlie's monograms, buttonholes
Safe•T Pharmacy.
SPA for sale 753 3488 af
ter 6pm
STEEL toe work boots for
men and ladies La Crosse
rubber boots Camouflage
clothing New and used
guns Jerry s Sporting
Goods. 6th & Walnut. May
field, Ky 247 4704
SUNTAN Salon going out
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and
used $500 and up Will
finance 753 9274
WOLF bra to fit a 1983 88
Chevy Monte Carlo LS and
SS Bought new for $80
Sell for $55 Used two
weeks 753 5184 Tues or
Thurs or weekends after
6m Ask for Russ

No attachment needed
Sold for over $350 Pay
balance of $79 10 or
$1400 per mo 753 3316

2 GALLON Coleman lug,
new king size electric
blanket, large cast aluminum roaster. 30 cup coffee
maker, Sunbeam food pro
COSSOf, Magnavox stereo &
cassette recorder, Whirlpool Oster blender, exercise rowing machine
753 4321

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095.
10x16' $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING room Refrigerator in hall Private entrance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753 6609

BUSINESS card special
1.000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20 , two
color only $24 JHC Advertising & Supply, call
759-1602

1108 ELM St 3br 1 bath
gas heat central air, x largc
utility room with hookups
carport 1 year lease and
deposit
$350'mo
812 421-8716

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state inFIREWOOD for sale Also vestigation experience
tree service 436 2562 'Accident •Criminal
'Personal or Corporate
436 2758
'Missing Persons Your
FIREWOOD Seasoned or needs, our specialty Call
green Also slab wood Confidential Investigations,
Charles Barnett 753 5476 (502)753.2641

2BR 1 bath, gas newly
remodeled new appliance
washer/dryer No pets
$350/mo 345-2681

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

3BR 1 bath, electric heat
air, garage Kitchen appliances available Murray
location No pets $400-mo
Call between 6&9pm at
753 0038

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales, service, supplies, parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248-4319

38R close to hospital
5•325/mo $200 deposit
753 3727
HOUSE for rent in the
country $400/mo plus de
posit 753 5744

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

e on sub
business
'table
ition dues

Ith t Sycamore 759-1521 (Horns) 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$375 753 8734

14x70 3BR 14 bath, central heatair Partially furn
ished Moving must sell'
753 2426

Mobile

r Medical
Hance for
ir family.
fy.)
:st
ted corn -

trips.
n
fy.)
income

terested in
leled op
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Industry,

Talor
-7270
2 Noon
I-5404
-5 p.m.

Jr processing
heck guaran
letails. write
:entral Suite
io CA 91710

380

Homes For Rent

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.
For more information call.

Pets
& Supplies

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Professional trainer successfully
serving Murray area for
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to s011
Importand Champion sired
pups 436 2858

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office
753 9386, 753-4509

PIT bull pups, 7 weeks old
1st shots and wormed 2
males 1 white/black, 1
cocoa/white. $100 each 1
female cocoa'white $75
Excellent bloodline Serious inquittes drily Day or
night 759 1925

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
Irdormadon.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199

REGISTERED Golden Re
treiver puppies females, 5
weeks old $100 Belinda
753 1362 8am-5pm
759-4116 after 5pm

310

ROTTWEILLER puppies
up
plus
$100
502-345 2251

Want
To Rent
WANT to rent 2 or 3b

flopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Pl-ee local claim service"

now hiring ali
hours Apply
Dtween 2 and
111 Chestnut

.130

house in West Calloway
County, east Graves
County or near Harmony
Mennonite Church
753-0447

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222. toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L

320
Apartments
For Rent
182BR, nicely furnished

NO in my
ferences

tice cleaning
8yrs expen
ices supplied

-E 20yr old
your home
ghts Call

Sale
rade

ID needs mo
Se for pickup
equipment

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
prowling quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and lyorthwest Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings

REGISTERED NURSES - Areas available: OB, ER, Med/Sorg. ICU, Recovery
Room, & Cardiac Rehab.
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Full and part-time positions available.
For details contact:
1,y9 Ryan, R N
Nurse Recruiter

(MP 762-1319
Ltival lwr al unit)

Frnpir,v..

near MSU campus
753-6111 or 753-0606 after
5 30pm

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753-3263

1BR in city limits Water
furnished $150/mo
753 8848 before 8pm

4.10

NURSING SUPERVISOR

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPETAL

no3 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071

3BR brick near university
Immaculate 753 4684
F
OR sale or lease 3br 2
ath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm

1 or 2BR apartment near
downtown 753 4109

Lois

For Sale

28R duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406

LAND for sale Must sac,'
lice 5 lots Chipwood Estates $3500 and closing
takes all 703 872 7066

28R duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753-9240
2BR duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighbor-

Homes
For Sal.

hood $310/mo 759 4406

2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 753 3293
after 6pm

2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighborhood near unrversity Ideal
for coot* or retired person
$275/mo 753 8096 or
753 2633

38R 2 acres 6 miles west
of Murray $45,000
489 2303

•

• •••

•••
•
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r4;•e..
•
••••••

1984 FORD Escort wagon
43xxx miles. 2 tone, auto
air, AM/FM, tilt, cruise Can
be seen at 1553 Whippoor
will 753 7275
1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
roof, gold, 5 speed sport
package
$6100
7599561, 762 3378 leave
message
1986 MAZDA 323 very
clean $3500 489-2741
1989 DODGE Daytona ES
white exterior, maroon in
tenor, one owner
762 4173 8am 4 30pm or
1 527 0439 after 5pm

1970 CHEVELLE $1250 or
'rade, 1984 Cutlass $1650
• ce, triple blue. 1988 Fire
,,ird blue in and out, nice
wheels, $5500 or trade
492 8884
1978 FORD Bronco, very
good condition $3250
489 2643
979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820

1974 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Supreme Good me
chanically 753-4120 after
5pm
1976 LTD 2 door, brown
over brown brown interior
Looks runs excellent $775
negotiable 753 8165 after
6pm

1984 FOOD Ranger
pickup Auto, meChanic,.ey
sound, good tires
489 2122 after 5pm
1986 DODGE D50 pickup
truck 436-5455 after 5pm

520
1978 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency 2 door, 400 motor,
and transmission Good
dependable transportation
$500 OBO 762-4452

TOYOTAS COST LESS

Boats
& Motors
1989 1950 Pro Craft Pro
Flip with a 1990 XP200
Evinrude and a custom
drive on tandem trailer
753 7252 after 3 30pm
EVINRUDE motor, 115hp
16ft runabout and trailer
52800 753 0196

IN MURRAY
CARS
'90 Toyota Tercel..........
10 Toyota Coot.,...........,1,987
10 Torts Camry .....
'99 Toyota
'89 Toyot Celtics GT_ '11,47
19
19
le BEI Pit Att,_11,937
akar!C'Jurf Pal —16137
18 Toyota Cressida,.......113,487
18 Cheq
18 Toyota Cantry..............19187
18 Pont. Baint. LE
17 Toyota Cao0a...........15,487
17 Mazda
16 Hcot Accad DX._ '7,187
16 Pont. Sunbed L.'5.187
145 Toy, Clot
15 Cies Cita Brghm.....,23,47
10 Olds Delta
14 Tort Cach....._....1,987
Tcrict
77 Fad LTD
TRUCKS
19 Toy Landmier....16,97
19 Fad Rvger
19 Cheri S•10-----1081
19 Tayot
18 Kiss. Prfoder SE...14,47
18 P. an
'10,187
18 ilazda 82100
18 Toyota Runner__ '11,47
18 Pynoutli Voyage...10f
17 Tort 414.......__!6.47
11
4i4
11 Tqate 1
987
15 Toy.
'N Fad Distm 414 11,N1
71 Jig

• 'I'
..' •

PLUMBING repairman' with
same day service Call
436 5255
FENcE sales at ',ears
now
Li•91'.;
r 71.i
for fri•i:
•

ALPHA Builders Careen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete, drive
ways painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

435 4632

FUt L
Instaiiat. r
Resident.;iiCOrrfl
753 7724
GENERAL F-0.,p.1.!
mg, rCoCifir'? "rrr
4-36 2‘-,42

prr.e.T,t,

By ',ears
Sears residerit.a, and corn
mercial continuous gutters

tioris Call r_-,ear,, 753 2910
for free essmate
I./

APPLIANCE SF ;-s
f_f
Kenmore Westingh
Whirlpool 30 years
once Bobby H,,r.p,•,
436 5848

r

P.

J',"jr

I.:I'

BACKHOE Sird
HILL Junior T, ',ir
tor 30 yea-.

Septic sr,t,
hauling, F.-759 4664
BLOCK brick

•, '• T

483

"j

part

ei;if

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing, gravel sand, dirt, drive
way rock 753 4545
1,753 6763
-&-s-rd•

STE WART S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower com
pefitive cost • Free esti
mates without obligation.
Say or rote 753 5484
7 C Dinh Repair and Main
"rriance PIJmiting and
cleaning,
F•ertrical
▪

HA ;.

I"

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing con
(,iete Free estimates Call
474 2307

LLON3 TUU
ing 474 8064

GuTT

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warrarted
Ask for Andy at The A p
pharice Works 753 2455
-

Mar

1215-1212

Oft,'Le
Sprn

Vr,P

;•4

•
drive
bases, patios, cr
repair work Cr ari.nett, 753 5476

y

•

i•,

"

S15
!..a".1,.
•2

CARPET and v.r.,
and insta -i• o•
sional ser,
ters 753 '
message

(„!

r him

CH1M

Feed
8 Seed

SweepS
•

Ar.fi

_

SW1

REPA'R A
home repair •,•
ing 7530318

Free
Column

CONTRACTS:
buildings, pc, •
oral home
Quality work
tomer satis'a - •
1 •
teed Free
Williams.48

570

CUNNINGHAM L., ‘,
and Cooling Ser.,
plete service or a
cooling, all mak , •
models Call G ,
759 4754

•

Wanted
E5 7 9 serious

ca•-„esa;i !ars for Murray
riac,ed 'antrr y
i--ope
tor,- by end Feb
4452

woos:WNW
wOODwOrtlisG
•
All Types 01

and beautiful rooms, a
• -mg fireplaces, this home '

BREATTITA
decorator's
c_aptu

Custom

Woodworking

gance. With amenities as

neighborhood is beautiful, this is a
proud of
e

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by I sal u. showroom

Kopperud Realty

)
RI- •
NUwwamiC
Ok

753-1222

711 Main

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial

and
Rerridential

Poison Control

-fames C. Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588

Hi. ft, Box 1075
Murray,

KY 42071

Phone

(502)759-1838

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE! Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
SKIN
Only INF Per Week

753-6952

(minima= 1) weak's)

Call 733-1916
DIAL CONSTRUCTION

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

,
7 No Job Too .Small

4
Remodeling. Decks. 'Garages & Additions

762-1100

436-5172

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
.c...pr, Tririii. 4 cr..Call Cc Anytime

489--2739

ALPHA BUILDERS
kr- •

. i• • iecks. porches Horne maintenance

489-2303

759-4685

753-1916

call:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
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LICENSED for eleCtric,
gas refrigeration Installa
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clean, runs great $1000
759-1750

11.
:••

••

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906

1982 MeRCURY tN7 with • p
Aain
N itinrg
em
toro
d(Olflinngq b
Furele
die
ns
1986- engine AC, stereo. timates References

•

ir,

Union
Offered

Offered

1982 DELTA 88 Oldsmo
bile 1 owner, very good
condition For more infor
mation 492 8460

Call
753-1916

T ••
1.1 •.. •

530
Services

1980 CADILLAC Seville
4dr, $250 down 1980
Thunderbird $200 down
1974 Nova 4dr, $100 down
1966 FORD pickup $150
down 492 8884

Your AdCould Be
Here

'rt0

IISSI0115.

,C01711111S

check You repels Also SI!
1. hatlout props:rues Call I
805 682-7555, est 123435
for repo lot your area

Business
Services

Firewood

WOOD for sale 753-9745

1979 COUGAR XR7 excel
lent condition 753 5612

2BR near campus No pets
$240/mo plus deposit
753 3415

250

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green $30/rick delivered
474 2318

RSIPoSSESSED vs
& 111:D hOMES

EBBTIDE with walk thru
windshield 115 Evinrude
engine, $1000, portable
_dishwasher$75 753SUL -ishod—Concrete--4wevoat-No pets allowed ApplicaREPOSSESSED VA A HUD
FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC
tions
now being taken
MOSSES
'
,
HOBS', from gov'4 OFF SALE Country Re
ernment trove $1 without cm753 9400 or 435 4214 after
mnants Hwy 68 641 Drat
MI chock. You repair. Also
7pm
fenville, Marshall County
tax delinquent foreclosures
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
NEW 2br duplex Ap
CALL (1105)6112-7555 EXT
10 5pm
2325 for rape Om your &ma
plianceS, energy efficient,
owner
1821
occupied
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
now has coins and proof
•100
sets for sale at THE BOOK ONE room partially turn
Auto
RACK in Murray, Dixieland isheid sleeping rooms with
Services
Shopping Center Our fine shared kitchen and bath
merchandise is also avail- rooms, central HiA Lo
ALL auto repair 753-4314
able at THE TREASURE cated 14 blocks from Fa
HOUSE in Murray (South
NEW and used tires Key
culty Hall $125/mo includ
side Shopping Center) and ing utilities Call Camela at Auto Parts Hwy 121S
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE 753 1492
753 5500
STORE in Hazel All 3 locaTAKING
for
applications
tions offer silver dollars and
section 8 rent subsidized
proof sets a full line of U S
Used
coins plus foreign coins and apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
Cars
rooms
Apply
Hilldale
Apts
paper money Discounts
Hardin,
Ky
or
call
are available through January 31 We also buy coins 502 437 4113 EHO
and appraise estates
WE have nice 2br du
753 4161
plexes, 2bd townhouses
TOPPS baseball cards for also 2br, 2 bath with den
$375 $500/mo Coleman
sale cheap 1980 1988
RE 753 9898
Call after 5pm 759 1954

210

AlA Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered $20
pickup 492 8254

Owl
Con

available from soveemnani
from $1 Int.hout creda

28R newly decorated
759 1987

530

Homes
For Sale

2BR duplex stove retoger
ator and AC unit furnished
No pets $285/mo Call
753 9612

BRAND new 3br duplex, 2
full baths with shower
Central heat/air, stove, re
frigerator, dishwasher turn

160

2 TWIN beds with bookcase headboard, mattress
and box springs $250, 1
twin bed with bookcase
headboard, mattress and
box springs, chest $175.
washer/dryer $250, office
desk $100 759 1509 or
759 9800

S.1.ES
i,c

For Rant

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

490

gal)
Apertinente

WASHER/dryer, deep
freeze and refrigerator
-753 4684

150

3od

320

240

Articles
For Ikon
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
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Civitan Club meeting

Anti-war protest planned by MSU students
With the recently erupted war in the
Persian Gulf. a group of students at
Murray State University is planning
an anti-war protest on the MSU
campus Wednesday. Jan. 23.
Students opposed to U.S. military
action in the Middle East met pnor to
the attack on Iraq to discuss plans for
an anti-war protest on the MSU
campus. and met again after the war
began to actually plan the protest.
A recent meeting attracted about 70

students and anti-war supporters who
voiced their opinions about the war
and the actions that the United States
took against Iraq on Jan. 16.
Rob Phillips, a freshman theater
major from Cam,III., said the protest
will differ from a protest on the MSU
campus in December. The protest
format has been changed so each
speaker willhave a specific amount of
time to speak and argu......... from the

crowd can be avoided. Phillips said.
However, there may be 30 minutes to
an hour of open forum time. •

Inc protest is n
anized by one .
person, instead it is a gorup effort,
Phillips said. "We're all working
together," he said.

"All we want to do is to get people
to think," Phillips said. "I just want
people to think for themselves."
He said even though the protest
may nothe able to change a person's
opinions about the war, it may give
them an opportunity to think about
what is happening in the Middle cast.

The protest is scheduled beginning
at 11 a.m. on Wednesday outside the
Curris Center on the campus. At 4:30
p.m., the simians are hoping to
conduct a peace march either on the
campus or down Main Street in
Murray, Phillips said.

FACTORY DIRECT FURNITURE
If
•

iv. Enforcement" was the theme or the Jan. 17 meeting of the Slur Cis itan Club. The speaker was Joe Green, Director of Public
el y at Murray State t niversity. Pittured from left, is Green with
,itan President, Rowena Emerson. 1- merson is presenting Green
:h the Silver Dollar award for the evening. I he next Cis itan nieri•
• is Feb. 7, when the preachers of Murray and Callowas Counts
,1 he honored for their sers ice and Dr. Ronald Kurth, President of
%IJrras State I. nisersity, will be the guest speaker.
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pward Bound to hold reunion
MK'to celebrate 25th anniversary
pward Bound at Murras
versity will hold a reunion June
29 in the Curns Center to ceiehrate
sears of existence a: MSC
present and past Up* ard Bound
I and students are invited to attend
celebration Registration will be
J from 4-8 p.m. on Enda). June. 28.
• an informal reception planned
-n 6 to 8 p.m_ On June 29. a
.-heon will begin at noon. Free
.•y -sitting -services wni be- avati,•

_

ass.stank:e. in high S. hot)!
tuttinng and expo,
,ourse
sure to cui:,ira: events The progr.:-•
•
serves -5 studer':,
Pi.n.hase area.
To be
students mu.: t+e d Tsads antaged
,first-generai,on students
that neither prent has
f"Jc.•.4)4..7t:a1C devee
Upward Bound was
S IFgher EduLatior.
and the progr.., 7. .,..
activated 117 ."

more information about the
or to give information about
nereabouts of a former Upward
• ,n•'id student or staff Mt-7'
'
•-•
Barhara
• 5662
.
Bound pros
serv
support
; personal
▪ students with
• :ik

Photography class
being offered
by MSU Outreach

N

Are the people in
2adiess' Do you know Ana: s,
10 USC in a .- 5t1IM car!,
Al community edLation
beirrg offered in January and Februars
through the Murray State Unive•
Center for Cont:r.uing Educa:
Academic Outreach is designec
help amateur photographers better
understand their 35mm camera.
"Begutning'35mM Photography'.
will be offered in four consecutive
Tuesdays from 6:30 to 8-30 p.m.
beginnig Jan..29. Taught by professional photographer Harry Allison at
his Murray studio. the class will focus
on types and speed of flm. F-stops
and photo COMINA14+011, There is a S2
fee

AFTER
DARK
/1
Stock Market
Report
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Prices as of 10:00 AM
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WE'RE OVERSTOCKED - THEY ALL MUST GO
MANY STYLES
COVERS- DESIGNS

IRO% oft

-ss

SEC.

BEDROOMS
TOO RD
NO PAYMENT
NO DOWN PAYMENT
4- 14,
77:4

10 Yr.
Cushion
Recliner On BothWarranty
Ends
1900 Value.
2 t*1099 Value.
11.....--4
II.' /„..-•-...'•
•
••/
4,..\ $.
1

Sofa, Loveseat &
Chair
ODD

-1
%
(
•

;.

!: i .1
1-1111.,•+:4

LOVE SEATS
7•'4 Pc.
VVaterh‘--

Complete with Bed,
Dresser, Mirror &
Nightstand
...YOUR... '1097 Value.
ANY........
.I
CHOICE
SIZE
SEALY

NO INTEREST
WITH APPROVAL
AND
$399 PURCHASE
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Paducah man faces !.
-variety.of charges_
after chase Sunday
A Paducah man was arrestc,:
after a high-speed chase Sundas
morning. according to e rc71,,r:
--froffribc-4(Cri:JekyStiJason Patrick KilUS. 24) ot
College Street. Paducah. was
arrested and charged with resisting
an order to stop. _two counts of
wanton endangerment. two counts
of disregarding a stop sign. third
degree criminal mischief ind
speeding after he reportedly did not
stop after being hailed by a trooper
on Leach Road in souther
McCracken County. police said.
After a chase which saw speeds
of over 100 mph. Kaus wit finally
stopped and 'arrested around 4.14
a m.. police said
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